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PUBLISHER’S LETTER

Dick Flanagan
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I’m often asked how we select nominees to our Classes of 2000. Throughout the year, World-Gen is a media 
sponsor at nine conventions and by invitation reports on company press tours where we are privileged to witness 
the spellbinding passions, dedication and commitment these energy leaders and innovators bring to the industry. 
They stand alone! We are pleased and proud to present the Class of 2014, our Fifteenth Class of the Millennium. 

In addition to its focus on advanced technology for supercritical boilers, carbon dioxide scrubbing and oxy-
coal combustion and such, Babcock &Wilcox PGG continues to look for solutions to the world’s energy needs, 
Randy Data says on page 4. In the ef fort to develop renewables and lower carbon emissions, B&W has taken a 
portfolio approach that includes involvement renewables, biomass, improved controls, small modular nuclear 
reactors and chemical leaping. Randy Data also noted that the Power Generation Group he heads also has a 
couple of subsidiaries under its wing. Delta Power Services, LLC, acquired in 2008, provides management and 
maintenance services for fossil fuel-fired, biomass, waste-to-energy and renewable energy power plants. Diamond 
Power International, Inc., established in 1903, is an industry leader in soot-blowing equipment and technology 
for boiler cleaning and ash handling systems.

Amy Ericson, Alstom’s US president, said uncertainty seems like the new norm in the energy industry, mak-
ing investment in large-scale energy projects more complex, requiring evaluation of a broader range of technical, 
market and political drivers. She sees this uncertainty leading to more specific questions: “Should I install scrub-
bers on my plant, or retire it?; “Do we invest in new generation, or the grid?”; “Is it better to build a simple 
cycle, or a combined cycle gas plant?” In approaching these critically important decisions, Ms. Ericson had three 
simple recommendations on page 5: learn from the rest of the world; invest in the grid, and keep all generating 
options on the table. 

Mark Albenze, CEO of Siemens Energy’s Wind Power Americas Business Unit, will be overseeing projects in 
North and South America. Recently announced were two projects in Texas, a project in the Pacific Northwest, 
and smaller projects in Canada, Brazil, Peru, and Chile. But the standouts are in Iowa and Massachusetts. In 
2004, Siemens began with an 82-meter blade and since then have moved to 92-, 101-, 108- and 113-meter 
blades. On page 6, he states that Siemens now has about $100 million invested in wind power manufacturing in 
the United States. 

Larry White is the Vice President/After Market Services for the newly formed joint venture between 
Mitsubishi and Hitachi named Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems America-Energy and Environment, Ltd. 
(MHPSA). As coal-fired boiler operators consider the economic future of their units, White points out on page 7, 
their owners are taking into account the advantages of firing lower cost natural gas and assessing the capital 
costs required to meet increasingly restrictive air emissions regulations. That was a core component of the strate-
gy behind the joint venture set up by the two iconic Japanese industrial giants, which was officially sealed and 
announced on February 1, 2014. 

Since 2005, Soltage has been of fering its solar business model. The business model stripped away the belief 
that solar energy’s capital costs were barriers to implementing a turnkey Soltage™ PowerStation. Soltage evalu-
ates current energy consumption as part of a free on-site analysis and tailors a power station. Soltage handles 
the up-front cost and risk involved with the engineering, development, and maintenance of the solar system. In 
exchange, the client agrees to purchase solar electricity from Soltage and to host the solar energy generation sys-
tem on their premises. Soltage monitors the productivity and output of the PowerStation in real-time, 24 hours a 
day and has service crews standing by. Installation of the Soltage™ PowerStation takes an average of six weeks 
and ensures no interruption in power supply, Vanessa Stewart shares on page 8.

Conrad Burke answered us on page 9 that DuPont is the leading supplier of specialty materials for the pho-
tovoltaic industry with the largest portfolio of products designed to deliver the highest electrical power generation 
as well as reliable performance over the lifetime of solar panels. This ensures lower overall system costs and the 
best investment returns for this type of energy production. Some examples of key materials from DuPont 
Photovoltaic Solutions include DuPont™ Solamet® PV18x- series photovoltaic metallizations - the latest front-
side silver pastes designed to deliver higher solar cell efficiency, which improves the power output of solar panels; 
DuPont™ Tedlar® polyvinyl fluoride (PVF) films- provide 30 years of proven durability and reliability for solar 
panels even when exposed to harsh outdoor conditions. Dupont has 12 solar installations on its sites worldwide 
representing 8.1 megawatts with a total output of 10,936,023 kilowatt hours per year.

Recurrent Energy started out as a rooftop solar developer in 2006 but shifted to utility scale solar. Sheldon 
Kimber, COO traces the company’s development on page 10.  2013 was a banner year for Recurrent having 
completed more than 300 megawatts of projects.  Kimber sees the growing need for a more flexible distribution 
infrastructure and predicts numerous energy related products to enable this flexibility. He would like to expand 
Recurrent through M & A and deeper strategic partnerships where possible.  World-Gen met Mr. Kimber at the 
Platts’ 2013 Global Awards dinner where he won the “Strategic Vision Rising Star Individual” Award.
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There is little danger the global power 
industry will run out of steam in the hercu-
lean task of developing advanced generat-
ing technology to meet tomorrow’s clean 
energy demands. At least not if Babcock & 
Wilcox has a say in the matter. With over 
5,200 U.S. patents in steam generation tech-
nology since its founding in 1867, B&W has 
been fairly vocal on the subject for the past 
150 years, figuratively speaking. And in sev-
eral languages, no less. 

B&W RUNNING FULL STEAM AHEAD 
“When we look at power generation, 

we look at it as a global operation,” says 
Randy Data, president and chief operating 
officer of B&W’s Power Generation Group 
(PGG). He adds that some U.S. companies 
have a tendency to narrow their purview to 
America’s shores. “But it is critical to our 
business to take a worldview; we are a 
technology company that makes money in 
all parts of the world.” 

That attitude would account for the 
additional 3,100 international patents it has 
been awarded. What’s more, B&W not 
only speaks through its accomplishments 
and innovation, it also has committed its 
knowledge, insight and ‘best practices’ 
guidelines to the printed and electronic 
page. Written entirely by its engineers and 
staff, Steam: Its Generation and Use, in its 
41st edition, is the longest continuously 
published engineering text in the world.

Further adding to a rich history of 
technology achievements, B&W was one 
of two prime contractors (CB&I served as 
the lead design firm) responsible for bring-
ing the first ultra-supercritical plant on line 
in the U.S. The 600-MW John W. Turk, Jr. 
Power Plant owned by American Electric 
Power’s (AEP) Southwestern Electric 
Power Co. (SWEPCO) is located on a 
2,800-acre tract near in Hempstead 
Country, Arkansas, about 20 miles north-
east of Texarkana.

The JWT Power Plant generally runs 
as a supercritical operation with main 
steam pressure topping the thermodynam-
ic critical point of water (3,208 psi) and 
transforming it directly from liquid to 
superheated steam without boiling. But the 
plant receives an ultra-supercritical (USC) 
classification when the main and reheat 

steam temperature exceeds 600 degrees 
Centigrade (1,112 F), much higher than 
conventional subcritical steam plants. The 
result is a more efficient power plant with 
lower emissions.

 Data and his colleagues at B&W 
note with pride that the new power plant 
garnered several awards in 2013, including 
the Edison Electric Institute’s prestigious 
Edison Award. Power Magazine named it 
“2013 Plant of the Year” and also honored 
it as the year’s “Best Coal-fired Project” for 
its cleaner, more efficient source of power 
generation and new technology. 

Engineering News Record Texas-
Louisiana Magazine designated the plant 
as “Best Project Winner” in the Energy/
Industrial category and gave the Turk 
facility its “Best Safety Award” for out-
standing construction quality and prioritiz-
ing safety on the site.

COMBINING EXPERTISE
Beyond its status as the first USC 

plant in the U.S., the JWT Power Plant was 
a text book example of how two major 
engineering contractors can work effec-
tively to complete a $1.8 billion project on 
time and within budget despite the numer-
ous legal and regulatory obstacles and all 
that nature could throw at it – like the 100-
year rain-events in 2008 that inundated the 
region, making civil engineering and steel 
erection extremely difficult. 

SWEPCO chose to have two major 
engineering, procurement and construction 
companies take on the challenge. CB&I 
was the schedule integrator, and ran point 
for most of the construction. B&W was the 
prime contractor for boiler and steam gen-
eration systems. Coordination and imple-
mentation dynamics between two renowned 
engineering firms working as co-prime con-
tractors could have been problematic. 

“Any differences were resolved 
through good communications, extensive 
planning efforts completed at the jobsite 
by management and the project teams, and 
most importantly, by staying focused on 
the mutual primary goal to complete the 
first ultra-supercritical coal-fired plant in 
the U.S. within the client’s schedule 
requirements and to do it safely,” Scott 
Reschly, project director for CB&I., told 
ENR Texas-Louisiana in an interview late 
last year when the magazine announced it 
Best Project Winner.

As for its role in the project, the 
B&W team notched another milestone 
when its steam generation system was cer-
tified for commercial coal-fired operation 
only 121 days after the boiler was first 
fired on natural gas. That is believed to be 
an industry best. It probably didn’t hurt 
the effort that a key player on B&W’s team 
was World-Generation’s Class of 2014 desig-
nee Randy Data. 

Data graduated from Penn State’s 
College of Engineering 26 years ago with a 
degree in industrial/mechanical engineer-
ing. “I wanted to be a plant manager,” he 
said, “which is an atypical career path for 
an engineer to take to a leadership position 
in a company that for a century and a half 

has concentrated its intellectual energy 
and resources on thermal hydraulic steam 
generation technology and engineering.” 
Data also earned as MBA from Kent State 
University.

But that interest in fundamental indus-
trial engineering probably guided Data and 
the B&W team to coordinate efforts with 
CB&I to push the project toward comple-
tion as seamlessly as possible. When asked 
about any special expertise he brings to the 
table, Data says he has a knack for envision-
ing the front-end through the back-end of 
an industrial project. His view is not con-
fined to the boiler room.

In fact Data has spent a good part of 
his career globetrotting on behalf of B&W. 
“The name Babcock & Wilcox gets you in 
the door in just about any corner of the 
earth,” he claims. Several years ago at an 
industrial trade show in Kuala Lumpur, 
Data recalls, an Indonesian engineer saw 
he was with B&W and commented, “Oh, 
yes. Babcock & Wilcox, the grandfather of 
all boilers.”

Last September, B&W announced the 
completion of a new manufacturing plant in 
Jingshan, Hubei Province, China, to make 
boiler auxiliary equipment for Diamond 
Power International, Inc. (DPII), a subsid-
iary of Babcock & Wilcox Power 
Generation Group. The new facility will be 
part of Diamond Power Machine (Hubei) 
Company (DPMH), which was established 
in 1987 as one of the first joint ventures 
companies in China. DPMH is a leading 
manufacturer and supplier of boiler auxilia-
ry equipment to China’s utility, pulp and 
paper and other industrial markets.

“This new parts and equipment man-
ufacturing facility is another example of 
how we’re actively reducing costs, improv-
ing competitiveness and working to exceed 
customer expectations in China and world-
wide,” says Data.

A PORTFOLIO APPROACH
In addition to its focus on advanced 

technology for supercritical boilers, carbon 
dioxide scrubbing and oxy-coal combus-
tion and such, B&W PGG continues to 
look for solutions to the world’s energy 
needs. In the effort to develop renewables 
and lower carbon emissions, B&W has 
taken a portfolio approach that includes 
involvement renewables, biomass, 
improved controls, small modular nuclear 
reactors and chemical leaping. Data con-
cedes the results of renewable enterprises, 
though, have been a little disappointing. 
“Renewables are in the embryonic stage,” 
he says, “and it could be some time before 
they see light.”

Nevertheless, the company under-
stands renewable energy is “a necessary 
and beneficial component of a power pro-
ducer’s overall mix of energy sources.” 
B&W has been a long-time supplier of bio-
mass combustion equipment and systems. 
Randy Data notes that the Power 
Generation Group he heads also has a cou-
ple of subsidiaries under its wing. Delta 
Power Services, LLC, acquired in 2008, 
provides management and maintenance 

services for fossil fuel-fired, biomass, 
waste-to-energy and renewable energy 
power plants. Diamond Power 
International, Inc., established in 1903, is 
an industry leader in soot-blowing equip-
ment and technology for boiler cleaning 
and ash handling systems.

BOILS DOWN TO BASICS
Like all players in the energy busi-

ness, B&W is concerned with developing 
technology that burns less fuel and reduc-
es emissions. To facilitate that imperative, 
it does a lot of work with universities 
around the U.S., promoting and tapping 
into their research while investing heavily 
in its own research to further develop its 
capabilities. B&W is also involved the 
Department of Energy interfacing with its 
research and mandates, as well as with the 
Environmental Protection Agency.

“There is a lot going on,” Data says. 
Environmental protection is a key require-
ment in modern steam production. He 
explains that his Power Generation Group 
is a technological leader in providing cost-
effective, efficient air pollution systems – 
including advanced technologies to control 
nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, fine partic-
ulate, mercury, acid gases and other haz-
ardous emissions. 

“We work well with the EPA,” says 
Data, “and use that relationship with the 
agency to advise our customers on system 
compliance, as well as to point out incon-
sistencies in policy and regulations.” Often 
B&W serves as a signatory on EPA 
approvals allowing projects to break 
ground and systems to come on line.

In addition to cooperating with the 
DOE, EPA and academia, B&W operates a 
world-class institution – the Babcock & 
Wilcox Research Center – to encourage 
and facilitate interaction between research-
ers, engineers and technology experts. 
This center of innovation, Data notes, is 
instrumental in developing the next gener-
ation of high-efficiency, zero emissions 
power plants. 

Whatever innovation is in the works 
from Babcock & Wilcox, it will no doubt 
owe its success to a pedigree of expertise 
the founders of the company nurtured in 
the late 19th Century. But don’t take our 
word for it at World-Gen, read what 
Thomas Edison had to say in the margins 
of an 1888 letter when a certain Mr. 
Birkinbine requested comments about 
B&W equipment: “Birkinbine – We have 
perhaps 50,000 horsepower of this boiler; it 
is the best boiler God has permitted man 
yet to make.”

ABOUT RANDY DATA
Before his appointment in 2012 as 
President/COO of B&W PPG, Mr. Data 
served as Vice President and General 
Manager of B&W PGG’s Fossil Power 
Division. Prior to that he was Vice 
President of Steam Generating Systems 
where he managed new fossil boiler busi-
ness worldwide and the company’s interna-
tional joint ventures. Data joined B&W in 

RANDY DATA

President/COO
Power Generation Group, Babcock & Wilcox

(continued page 7)
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Amy Ericson, Alstom’s US president, 
keynoting at PGI in Orlando, said uncer-
tainty seems like the new norm in the 
energy industry, making investment in 
large-scale energy projects more complex, 
requiring evaluation of a broader range of 
technical, market and political drivers. She 
sees this uncertainty leading to more spe-
cific questions: “Should I install scrubbers 
on my plant, or retire it?; “Do we invest in 
new generation, or the grid?”; “Is it better 
to build a simple cycle, or a combined 
cycle gas plant?” 

In approaching these critically impor-
tant decisions, Ms. Ericson had three sim-
ple recommendations: learn from the rest 
of the world; invest in the grid, and keep all 
generating options on the table. 

LEARN FROM THE REST OF THE WORLD
On that first recommendation, “Learn 

from the Rest of the World”, she cited the 
UK where a program focused on driving 
clean coal technology to commercialization 
is moving forward. The UK CCS 
Commercialization program is funded by 
both government and industry with the 
goal to make carbon capture cost-competi-
tive by the 2020’s.

After carefully evaluating proposals 
from eight industry teams, the UK 
announced its intent to move forward with 
the White Rose Project, a fully funded, com-
mercial-scale clean coal demonstration of 
oxy-firing carbon capture technology. When 
it comes online, White Rose will be the 
world’s first zero emissions fossil-fired 
power plant. The oxy-firing technology 
being deployed at White Rose was devel-
oped here in the US, but is being driven 
toward commercial viability overseas. Fully-
funded technology demonstration projects, 
like this one, can deliver on the promise of 
an all-of-the above energy strategy.

France is working to rebalance its 
energy portfolio and install 6 GW of off-
shore wind by 2020. France recognized 
the opportunity to achieve its clean energy 
targets and seize leadership in a next gen-
eration energy technology, just as it once 
did with nuclear. It structured projects to 
provide sufficient scale and volume to 
establish an entirely new industry. The 
first tender was for three wind farms 

including 240 wind turbines with a com-
bined output of nearly 1.4 gigawatts, and 
the deployment of advanced offshore grid 
technologies. This has resulted in four 
new factories, 5,000 new jobs, and work for 
200 supplier companies. 

In looking ahead to developing new 
US energy projects as part of a clean econo-
my, she suggests making big plans: “Let’s 
touch on Asia where, like here in the US, 
utilities are retiring older, less efficient fos-
sil-fired power plants. The difference is that 
those plants are being replaced by a fleet of 
state-of –art facilities built around ultra-
supercritical boilers. As a result, Asia now 
boasts the world’s most efficient coal-fired 
fleet. This is thanks to the evolution of 
materials for high temperature and high 
pressure steam cycles such as the ones 
DOE and EPRI and Alstom have been 
advancing.” Ultrasupercritical power plants 
are 25% more efficient than older units. In 
fact, according to the IEA, two years worth 
of CO2 emissions could have been avoided 
had all new coal plants in the last fifty years 
been built using the most efficient technolo-
gy available at the time.

“So no matter the fuel, buying state of 
the art is always a better choice for the long 
term. These three examples highlight the 
importance of looking to the rest of the 
world for insights and best practices that 
could be a part of America’s ongoing ener-
gy dialogue,” she said before moving on to 
the next recommendations.

INVEST IN THE GRID
Ericson’s second recommendation is 

investment in the grid. She feels one of the 
most significant favors we can do for our-
selves to better plan for the future is to 
ensure we’re building that future on the 
strongest possible foundation. The power 
grid is that foundation. But we need to 
invest in a bit of shoring up. Changing load 
profiles, intermittent renewables, and a 
growing portfolio of distributed energy 
resources from car batteries and storage 
devices to rooftop solar panels will demand 
a power grid that’s smarter, more flexible 
and stronger. 

A recent string of high-profile, pro-
longed power outages, spanning multiple 
states has underscored the need to make 
our power grid more resilient. One way to 
do that is by giving the men and women 
who operate the grid better, real time 
insight into its condition and to fast-mov-
ing issues that are capable of creating 
widespread outages.

“Today in California, New England 
and the Midwest, transmission and 
distribution experts are helping customers 
deploy a new generation of wide area grid 
monitoring technology using 
synchrophasor data. These data 
monitoring systems collect real-time 
information on the health of the grid and 
deliver it back to control room operators at 
speeds hundreds of times faster than 
current monitoring technology. This inflow 
of data transformed into actionable 
information gives those grid operators the 
ability to identify disruptions in their 

network or neighboring networks and 
insulate their section of the grid from 
cascading problems. “Bottom line 
technology to protect the grid against 
widespread outages is being deployed,” 
she offered.

Advanced power electronics from 
HVDC Converters to static var compensa-
tors are cutting line losses, improving 
power quality, and reducing instabilities. 
New innovations in these areas, such as 
voltage source conversion, promise to 
make the grid even more resilient by opti-
mizing network interconnects and the inte-
gration of renewable energy resources.

FUTURE PLANNING
Ericson recommends a multi-faceted 

approach to future planning: “My final rec-
ommendation on planning for the future is 
a simple one. Don’t put all your eggs in one 
basket. Use all the tools in the shed. In an 
uncertain future, we must keep all options 
on the table when it comes to deciding 
what mix of resources should be used to 
meet the world’s growing energy needs.”

BALANCED PORTFOLIO
She urges us to realize we are a coun-

try with a rich mix of natural resources. 
“American cannot afford to abandon any 
one energy source based on short-term 
considerations,” she underscored. She com-
mented that in parts of Europe, the move 
away from nuclear power has resulted in a 
2% rise in carbon emissions, destabilized 
the regional power market and driven up 
the price consumers pay for electricity. 

She urges a balanced portfolio of 
energy resources. “This is especially true 
in the United States where energy has 
always been a regional discussion shaped 
by the abundance or absence of energy 
sources in different parts of the country,” 
she asserted. The first step in preserving 
that balance moving forward is to acknowl-
edge and invest in what she refers to as “a 
precious resource we already have.” She 
wants to see investment in America’s 
installed power plants. According to EIA, 
65% of today’s installed gas generating 
capacity and 85% of coal and nuclear capac-
ity will continue operating at least through 
2040, underscoring the need to make 
today’s fleet as efficient, clean, and reliable 
as possible.

Citing the example of Minnesota 
Power, she said the company is deploying 
a next generation emission control system 
at its Boswell 4 Station. The NID flue gas 
desulphurization modular system controls 
multiple pollutants and provides full com-
pliance with the latest environmental regu-
lations. It has cut mercury emissions by 
90% and significantly reduced emissions of 
sulfur dioxide and other substances, like 
heavy metals. Minnesota Power also offers 
customers greater flexibility to control 
multiple pollutants with a single piece of 
equipment that can be easily adapted to 
the physical constraints of existing plants. 
“Projects like this are a critical step in 
securing our ability to rely on a domestic 

energy source of which America boasts a 
200 year supply,” asserted Ericson.

Dominion Virginia Power has also 
tapped new potential in its nuclear fleet. 
The company has recently upgraded the 
steam turbine generators at its North Ann 
and Surry Power Stations with the latest 
advancement in blade design and manufac-
turing. The investment added approximate-
ly 240 MW of additional, zero-carbon elec-
tricity to the local grid.  

Since 1977, projects like this along 
with performance improvements have 
added enough new power to the grid to 
account for the output of nearly twenty 
seven new reactors.  Ericson stated: “This 
is exactly the sort of energy investment that 
is providing new opportunities for 
America’s workforce.”

The turbine retrofits were performed 
at Alstom’s Richmond, VA workshop near 
the North Ann and Surry Power Stations. 
As have other equipment providers, Alstom 
has invested in its US facilities, modernized 
their capabilities, and enhanced the ability 
to execute projects close to its customers. 

INVESTING IN THE INSTALLED BASE 
There is a side benefit to investing in 

the installed base. It provides the time 
needed for a new generation of energy 
technologies to mature and come down 
the cost curve. These technologies include 
chemical looping which is an advanced 
oxy-combustion process that harnesses 
the energy of coal while facilitating the 
capture of CO2. 

Chemical looping utilizes a solid oxy-
gen carrier, thereby eliminating the need 
for high capital and energy intensive air 
separation while producing the same con-
centrated CO2 stream as oxy-combustion. 
Alstom and Department of Energy studies 
have shown that chemical looping could 
be an option for reducing carbon emis-
sions with the least impact on the cost of 
electricity.

The Alstom team in Windsor, CT is 
actively working on this process and has 
already built and tested the largest chemi-
cal looping demonstration unit constructed 
to date. Ericson elaborated on how the criti-
cal step is to take chemical looping from 
pilot to demonstration scale and Alstom is 
working closely with the DOE to achieve it.

Ericson included oceans in the 
resources: “Even with offshore wind 
becoming a commercial reality, we should 
be aware of other ways oceans can power 
tomorrow.” The reason for advancing ocean 
energy technology is clear. Studies spon-
sored by DOE’s National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory show that America’s 
ocean energy resources could produce an 
amount of electricity equal to one-third the 
total used each year in the US.

GAS IS A GAME CHANGER
Saving her last remarks for gas, 

Ericson maintained that gas is a game 
changer, especially in the US. According to 
Ericson, “We are seeing a deliberate march 

AMY ERICSON

Alstom US President

(continued page 9)
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Mark Albenze, CEO of Siemens 
Energy’s Wind Power Americas Business 
Unit, recently announced the world’s larg-
est onshore wind turbine order in history 
– in Iowa. The company’s offshore wind 
office in Boston will also manage 
America’s largest offshore wind project – 
in Nantucket Sound south of Cape Cod. 
These huge projects will further secure 
Siemens as a major player in wind energy 
in the Western Hemisphere.

Albenze will also be overseeing 
smaller projects, ones both in North and 
South America. Recently announced were 
two projects in Texas, a project in the 
Pacific Northwest, and smaller projects in 
Canada, Brazil, Peru, and Chile. But the 
standouts are in Iowa and Massachusetts.

IOWA WIND VIII PROJECT
Furthest along is the Iowa Wind 

VIII project, which is being constructed 
for MidAmerican Energy Company, a 
company headquartered in Des Moines 
supplying electricity to Iowa, Nebraska, 
Illinois, and South Dakota. 

At the end of 2012, MidAmerican 
operated more than 8,000 megawatts of 
capacity, 45 percent from coal, 30 from 
wind, 19 percent from natural gas, and 
the remainder from nuclear, hydro or 
other. 

Siemens had already been working 
with MidAmerican on wind energy. 
When the new turbines from this 
immense order are all operating in 2015, 
Siemens will have provided MidAmerican 
with more than 2.2 gigawatts of wind 
energy since 2008. 

The new order is for 448 turbines to 
be erected at five Iowa sites, together pro-
viding 1,050 megawatts of power. Siemens 
will be using its 2.3-MW G2 platform tur-
bines. The locations will be at the 500-
MW Highland project in O’Brien County; 
the 250-MW Lundgren project in Webster 
County; the 139-MW Wellsburg project in 
Grundy County; the 117-MW Macksburg 
project in Madison County; and the 44.6-
MW Vienna II project in Marshall 
County. 

The blades will be manufactured in 
Siemens’ Fort Madison, Iowa, factory and 
the nacelles and hubs will be assembled 

at Siemens’ plant in Hutchinson, Kansas. 
Construction at the Iowa sites has already 
begun. 

CAPE WIND PROJECT
The Massachusetts order is for the 

Cape Wind project southeast of the port 
city of Falmouth on Nantucket Sound. 
Cape Wind has been in development for 
years and has faced both support and 
opposition from Massachusetts residents. 
It is expected to be constructed five miles 
offshore. Siemens will supply up to 130 
3.6-MW offshore wind turbines. 

The company has already installed 
approximately 1,000 units of this turbine 
type so far in offshore projects in Europe. 
They will be manufactured in Denmark 
because Siemens does not yet have the 
production facilities for them in the 
United States. Nevertheless, Albenze 
feels this project may act as a catalyst for 
additional offshore projects in the United 
States. If the industry matures, Siemens 
will evaluate producing offshore wind tur-
bines in the United States as it currently 
does for onshore wind turbines. 
Opponents have said they generally 
favored wind power but opposed the proj-
ect because the wind turbines could be 
visible from the southern Cape Cod shore 
and were astride boating lanes from Cape 
Cod to Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket 
islands. 

The signed Cape Wind agreement 
also calls for Siemens to oversee the con-
struction of the Electric Service Platform 
(ESP) and maintenance for 15 years. The 
designers are Moffatt & Nichol Engineers 
of Norfolk, Va. The maintenance opera-
tion will be run locally from a service 
facility in Falmouth, and will be managed 
out of the company’s U. S. service opera-
tion in Orlando, Florida.

PRODUCTION TAX CREDIT (PTC) 
Albenze does not see particular dif-

ficulties in completing the Iowa Wind VIII 
projects on time. The Cape Wind project 
still has a few milestones to meet, but he 
expects these to be accomplished in 2014. 
Albenze casts a sharper eye at US energy 
policy. The checkered career of the feder-
al Production Tax Credit (PTC), which 
has expired several times only to be res-
urrected through the end of 2013, is an 
uncertainty that is the cause of some anx-
iety and the object of some of Ablenze’s 
efforts. “I will work with the American 
Wind Association to help extend the cred-
it or shape some sort of extensive tax 
reform that can shape a long-term energy 
policy,” he says. “Planning is difficult 
when you can’t calculate the financial 
costs. It’s hard to make the kinds of 
investments you need without a stable 
policy. This is probably the most difficult 
challenge we face as an industry – the 
lack of a long-term wind or energy policy. 
Other countries seem to have been able 
to do this; in the United States there have 
been hills and valleys and we need to 
smooth things out. 

In the course of my work, I will 
work with state and local officials as well 
as use the resources of the Siemens 
Washington, DC office to present to mem-
bers of Congress and the Administration 
the advantages of the PTC.”

Albenze runs his office out of 
Orlando, where Siemens Energy main-
tains its US headquarters. He reports that 
he expects to travel a good deal to a num-
ber of project sites in the region to moni-
tor progress.   

Albenze came up from the sales side 
of the business. He received a Bachelor’s 
Degree from Western Michigan 
University, then graduate degrees in gov-
ernment and management from Troy 
University and Webster University. 
Before being named to oversee Siemens’ 
Wind Power business for the Americas, 
Albenze was vice president for Siemens 
Power System Sales in the United States 
from 2004 to 2011. Previously he was 
director of New Unit Generation Sales in 
the southern portion of South America, 
and before that he worked in various posi-
tions of supply management and business 
development for Siemens in South 
America and the United States. He served 
in the US Army from 1989 to 1992. 

“We believe Siemens won these two 
large contracts for a number of reasons, 
including our financial stability and our 
track record,” Albenze says. “In the case 
of the MidAmerican order, we have been 
working with MidAmerican over the 
years and have served them not only with 
wind power but also other forms of ener-
gy production. In the case of the Cape 
Wind project, we could present ourselves 
as the world leader in offshore projects. 
These were powerful advantages in our 
proposals.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
“I think we are also well regarded as 

an innovative company,” he continues. “In 
2004, we began with an 82-meter blade 
and since then have moved to 92-, 101-, 
108- and 113-meter blades. We are com-
mitted to research and development. We 
have an outstanding R&D facility in 
Boulder, Colorado. We are absolutely 
committed to each project we undertake 
and put our full resources into them, but 
we also look to each as a means of learn-
ing and evolving. We are going to keep 
getting even better.”

The Iowa and Massachusetts proj-
ects make interesting comparisons to 
ones in Europe. “The onshore projects in 
Europe,” says Albenze “are smaller 
because the land mass is smaller. The 
Iowa projects demonstrate that onshore 
wind power production can take advan-
tage of the large North American land 
mass. Meanwhile, the Cape Wind project 
is a good first step for the United States 
with respect to offshore generation. 
Compared to offshore projects in Europe, 
the Cape Wind effort is in shallower 
water.” 

Having come from the sales side, 
Albenze is customer-focused. He consid-

ers himself a champion for keeping his 
teams on track and on time. “I like to 
motivate and show the positive side in an 
industry that has had its ups and downs 
over the last few years,” he says. “That 
can be demoralizing on employees. A 
year ago when the PTC had just been 
renewed, I am not sure that anyone had 
any orders. Factories were not approach-
ing anywhere near capacity. In part, I see 
my job as keeping the teams positively 
focused. Fortunately we have outstanding 
teams with a long track record of com-
pleting projects on time.” 

Albenze points out that Siemens 
now has about $100 million invested in 
wind power manufacturing in the United 
States, so the company naturally wants to 
see the industry grow. He also points out 
that the US manufacturing facilities are 
also exporting, in the case of the Iowa 
and Kansas plants, to Canada, South 
America, Sweden, South Africa, and 
Germany; thus these Midwest plants are 
doubly welcome in that they create local 
jobs as well as positive balance of trade 
for the country. 

MARK ALBENZE

President
Siemens Energy Wind Power Americas

(continued page 10)
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AEG Power Solutions Group is 
a global provider of power electron-
ics systems and solutions for all 
industrial power requirements with 
two operating businesses, 
Renewable Energy Solutions (RES) 
and Energy Efficiency Solutions 
(EES). The RES portfolio consists 
of systems and solutions for solar 
power plants and the EES portfolio 
includes high performance uninter-
ruptable power supplies (UPSs), 
industrial chargers, and DC sys-
tems. On page 11, AEG’s Enrique 
de la Cruz tells us about AEG PS’ 
global footprint which includes 22 
subsidiaries, offices and competence 
centers around the world with 
1,600 employees, 33 in the USA. 
AEG’s PS US office was established 
in 2003 in Plano, TX.

Hal Romanowitz was the driv-
ing force behind the development of 
the 4,500-MW Tehachapi Renewable 
Transmission Project, Tehachapi 
Mountain in Kern County, 
California has long been considered 
the number one wind resource area 
in California and the new transmis-
sion has allowed wind resource devel-
opment to quadruple in the area in 
the past five years. Romanowitz orga-
nized early cooperative studies 
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For years popular support and senti-
ment for coal and other fossil fuel 
resources among many Americans has 
been cooling. Depending on who is talk-
ing, one gets the impression it’s lights out 
for coal, especially if you’re listening to 
federal regulators, politicians and envi-
ronmental groups. Higher ups call oil, gas 
and coal the fuel sources of the past. The 
betting line is about 500 of the country’s 
1700 or 1800 utility boiler units are slated 
for retirement. 

But in the trenches of the power 
industry, where the energy that drives 
global economies and provides creature 
comfort, convenience and elevated stan-
dards of living is created, things are 
indeed heating up – stoked, of course, by 
coal and other fossil resources which are 
cleaner now, used more efficiently and 
proving to be abundant. 

Veteran industry executive Larry 
White doesn’t envision a wholesale scrap-
ping of one third of the U.S. boiler capaci-
ty. “I don’t quite see it,” says World-
Generation Class of 2014 inductee and 
Vice President, After Market Services for 
Mitsubishi and Hitachi Power Systems 
America – Energy and Environment, Ltd. 
(MHPSA). It’s more likely that many of 
those units, he says, could be converted 
to fire natural gas or undergo retrofits 
with AQCS upgrades using new technolo-
gy, design and equipment to burn coal 
cleanly with lower emissions. 

As coal-fired boiler operators con-
sider the economic future of their units, 
White points out, their owners are taking 
into account the advantages of firing 
lower cost natural gas and assessing the 
capital costs required to meet increasing-
ly restrictive air emissions regulations. 
This was one of many technologies that 
has become part of the joint venture set 
up by the two iconic Japanese industrial 
giants, which was officially sealed and 
announced on February 1, 2014. 

The merger combines 150 years of 
technology leadership in power genera-
tion. With the combined talent and 
resources of Mitsubishi and Hitachi, says 
White, the new joint venture brings its 
superior technological products to broad-
er markets rapidly and cost effectively, 
and with greater project execution and 

service support. “We will be able to deliv-
er an expanded, broader portfolio of 
power generation products, equipment 
and services,” White says. Simply 
explained, both companies now bring 
Steam Generator, Turbine, Air Quality 
Control Systems, Geothermal and IGCC 
technologies under one umbrella. In addi-
tion, the MHPSA team has the engineer-
ing expertise and project execution capa-
bilities to provide turnkey solutions to 
their clients. 

“While Hitachi did not operate as a 
construction company, erecting power 
generation stations,” White explains, “we 
have established an excellent network 
with regional and national construction 
engineering firms; and by teaming up 
with Mitsubishi MHPSA will have the 
turnkey capabilities now to knock on a lot 
of doors.” 

In the thermal power generation 
field, Mitsubishi and Hitachi both have 
expansive product lines. In gas turbines 
Mitsubishi has focused on highly efficient 
large models, while Hitachi sees its main-
stay products as small and medium sized 
models. Regionally, Mitsubishi’s strength 
is in Southeast Asia and the Middle East. 
Hitachi has harnessed its strengths in the 
Europe and Africa. The two partners will 
leverage their strengths in the North 
American market through the MHPSA 
joint venture. 

“Our new MHPSA family includes 
the operations formerly known as 
Mitsubishi Power Systems Americas, 
Inc., headquartered in Lake Mary, 
Florida, and Hitachi Power Systems 
America, Ltd., located in Basking Ridge, 
New Jersey,” White explains. 

Additionally, Mechanical Dynamics 
& Analysis, Ltd., based in Latham, New 
York and Hitachi Power Systems Canada 
Ltd. (renamed as Mitsubishi Hitachi 
Power Systems Canada Ltd.), will be part 
of the family, as will entities across the 
Western Hemisphere located in Canada, 
Puerto Rico, Mexico and Venezuela. 

COAL STILL BURNING 
The new MHPSA venture also com-

bines the global fossil businesses of both 
companies. And the timing couldn’t be 
better. In addition to the boom in natural 
gas and a thickening order book for new 
and retrofitted gas turbines systems, coal 
remains a key energy resource. 
Prominent environmentalist Armond 
Cohen said as much in an article that 
appeared in the January 2014 issue of 
Cornerstone, a publication of the World 
Coal Association. Cohen, who is 
Executive Director of the Clean Air Task 
Force, wrote: “Coal is not going away; we 
need to begin to use it without emitting 
significant carbon dioxide, and quickly.” 
He added that people who “simply hope 
for the demise of coal are not facing 
facts.” 

Cohen also made the point “that the
major global competitors to coal – gas,
wind, solar, nuclear and energy efficiency –
are likely to gain ground but not seriously

challenge coal’s market share for some
time.” In the same piece, he wrote the
“expansion of coal-fired power is a good 
thing” because of its contribution to eco-
nomic growth and human development 
But Cohen also had a caveat: “Let me be 
clear: The carbon associated with this 
expansion is unacceptable and puts us on a 
collision course with our global climate.”

This is the kind of challenge that’s 
right up the alley for MHPSA. The joint 
venture entity brings proven expertise in 
power generation systems that have and 
will continue to raise efficiency levels – 
increasing the amount of energy that can 
be extracted from a single unit of coal. A 
one percentage point improvement in the 
efficiency of a conventional pulverized coal 
combustion plant can reduce CO2 emis-
sions 2 to 3 percent. Highly efficient mod-
ern coal plants can emit up to 40 percent 
less CO2 than the average coal plant cur-
rently installed.

MHPSA has its own proprietary 
designs for Low NOx coal burners and
Low NOx gas burners. “We can design and
supply burners for installation by an owner
or team with one of a number of regional
construction firms under one contract to
supply a turnkey solution,” says White. The 
new entity can also provide customers with 
Low NOx burners, Over Fire Airports, SCR 
systems, Wet and Dry FGDs, Fabric 
Filters, Sorbent Injection Technologies, 
and any other technologies required to 
meet each customer’s individual environ-
mental compliance needs, he adds.

With the formation of the MHSPA 
joint venture, the New Jersey office will 
become the North American “Center for 
Excellence” for all technologies associated 
with the solid fossil fuel market. “As such, 
all boiler and AQCS conversions, modifica-
tions, upgrades and spare parts will come 
through the Mitsubishi Hitachi After 
Market Services Group,” says White who 
is based there.

White and his team along with their 
Mitsubishi partners in Florida hope to 
establish a stable and efficient manage-
ment core for the new company while 
accelerating global business expansion and 
capitalizing on their synergies. At the same 
time the new group will pursue its goals 
under its shared credo: “Contribute to soci-
ety through the development of superior, 
original technologies and products.”

About Larry White: With more than 
30 years of experience in the power indus-
try, Larry White is Vice President, After 
Market Services for Mitsubishi Hitachi 
Power Systems America – Energy and 
Environment, Ltd. He joined Hitachi in 
2006 as a project manager with overall 
responsibilities for the design and supply 
of a 900 MW coal fired boiler being 
installed and operated in the United States. 
His current After Market Services respon-
sibilities include providing all necessary 
support and services relative to Hitachi 
supplied power products pertaining to 
thermal power plants within North 
America. Primary product focus includes 
steam generators, pulverizers, burners, 
Wet FGD, Dry FGD and SCR systems 

including Catalyst Management Services. 
White’s product focus is not limited to 
Hitachi units but include retrofits of 
Hitachi products on plants regardless of 
original supplier.

Prior to joining Hitachi, Mr. White 
spent 21 years with Foster Wheeler in posi-
tions of increasing responsibility; earlier he 
worked with Matrix Services and 
Mitsubishi.

Mr. White earned his Bachelor of 
Engineering degree in Marine Engineering 
from State University of New York, 
Maritime College and he is a licensed pro-
fessional engineer in the State of New 
Jersey. He also earned a United States 
Coast Guard License as 3rd Assistant 
Engineer, Unlimited Horsepower, Steam 
and Diesel.

About MHPSA: The recently formed 
joint venture between Mitsubishi and 
Hitachi, MHPSA now offers a wide range 
of boiler services and products. This 
includes inspection services along with 
emergency support, outage planning and 
assistance, equipment replacement, repair 
and overhauls services. MHPSA also pro-
vides engineering studies to analyze oper-
ating or maintenance problems, evaluate 
solutions and provide the designs neces-
sary to correct an issue. MHPSA’s experi-
enced field personnel and home office 
expertise ensure customers receive servic-
es that are unmatched in the industry. The 
staff strives to exceed expectations in the 
areas of increased safety and equipment 
life, improved equipment performance, 
efficiency and reliability, minimization of 
potential downtime and reduced operations 
and maintenance costs.

LARRY WHITE

Vice President
MHPSA

RANDY DATA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
1988 as a Manufacturing Engineer in the 
Company’s domestic fabrication facilities. 
Mr. Data earned a bachelor’s degree in 
engineering from Penn State University 
and a master’s of business administration 
from Kent State University. 

About B&W PGG: Babcock & Wilcox 
Power Generation Group, Inc. is a subsid-
iary of The Babcock & Wilcox Company. 
B&W PGG designs, manufactures and con-
structs power generation, environmental, 
and clean energy solutions for utilities and 
industry around the world. B&W PGG is 
headquartered in Barberton, Ohio. 

About B&W: Headquartered in Charlotte, 
N.C., Babcock & Wilcox is a leader in 
clean energy technology and services, pri-
marily for the nuclear, fossil and renewable 
power markets, as well as a premier 
advanced technology and mission critical 
defense contractor. B&W has locations 
worldwide and employs approximately 
12,700 people, in addition to approximately 
10,400 joint venture employees. Learn 
more at www.babcock.com.
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Since 2005, Soltage has been offer-
ing its solar business model. The busi-
ness model stripped away the belief that 
solar energy’s capital costs were barriers 
to implementing a turnkey Soltage™ 
PowerStation. 

Soltage evaluates current energy 
consumption as part of a free on-site 
analysis and tailors a power station. 
“Soltage handles the up-front cost and 
risk involved with the engineering, 
development, and maintenance of the 
solar system. In exchange, the client 
agrees to purchase solar electricity from 
Soltage and to host the solar energy gen-
eration system on their premises,” Ms. 
Stewart said. “We combine the best in 
finance, technology, and infrastructure 
management expertise to deliver a supe-
rior energy solution that drives energy 
costs down and environmental perfor-
mance up.”

Soltage’s PV panels convert the 
sun’s electrons to DC electricity which is 
fed into the inverter where it is condi-
tioned into AC electricity. Two meters – 
one from the utility and one from Soltage 
– serve as the point of connection 
between the client and the utility to mea-
sure the amount of electricity supplied to 
the client. “When the supply of energy 
from the PowerStation exceeds client 
demand, the excess electricity is sold 
back to the utility grid at retail rates and 
credited to the client’s bill. When the 
demand by the client is greater than 
what the Soltage™ PowerStation sup-
plies, the additional energy is seamlessly 
drawn from the utility grid,” Stewart 
explained. 

Soltage monitors the productivity 
and output of the Power Station in real-
time, 24 hours a day and has service 
crews standing by.

Installation of the Soltage™ 
PowerStation takes an average of six 
weeks and ensures no interruption in the 
power supply. “The Soltage model ties 
our revenues directly to the performance 
of the PowerStations. This has the effect 
of aligning Soltage incentives with those 
of our clients, ensuring that Soltage will 
maximize the production of energy from 
each and every PowerStation that we con-
struct,” Stewart added. 

SOLTAGE’S SOLUTIONS
Utilities

Soltage offers utilities and their subsid-
iaries a suite of options to diversify genera-
tion sources, increase options to retail con-
sumers, ease grid congestion, and ensure 
compliance with emissions reduction mar-
kets and Renewable Portfolio Standards. 

Real Estate Developers
Soltage works closely with real estate 

developers to design strategies that offer 
fixed-cost solar electricity to any number of 
property types. 

Real Estate Owners
Real Estate owners can benefit sub-

stantially by working with Soltage to con-
ceptualize, model and implement fixed-
cost solar electricity strategies across 
their portfolio. 

Schools
Soltage constructs and manages 

PowerStations on schools across the coun-
try. Soltage™ PowerStation educational 
centers are able to take practical steps that 
support domestic energy production and 
allow students, faculty, and other stake-
holders to closely observe the generation 
of solar electricity. 

Commercial & Industrial 
Soltage works with commercial and 

industrial clients across the US to reduce 
and stabilize electricity costs through the no-
fee deployment of Soltage™ PowerStation. 
With no capital expenditure on the corporate 
level, Soltage clients are able to extract ROI 
benefits from their existing solar resources 
and underutilized assets. 

Government 
Soltage works closely with federal, 

state, and local government clients to con-
struct and manage a Soltage™ PowerStation 
that preserves operating budgets and reduc-
es energy cost fluctuations for years to come. 

FINANCIAL STRENGTH
Soltage brings unmatched strength 

to the solar industry that is crucial in a 
long-term relationship backed by Tenaska 
Energy. NewWorld Environmental 
Infrastructure LP of New York invested in 
a new project to be constructed in Oxford, 
MA. It is the seventh project in a previous-
ly announced partnership between 
NewWorld and Soltage to develop and 
operate a portfolio that now totals more 
than 15 MW of solar power assets.

The Oxford solar power station is 
expected to generate more than 4 million 
kilowatt-hours of electricity annually for a 
consortium of four municipalities located in 
Central Massachusetts. Power will be pur-
chased under agreement for at least 20 years. 

Jesse Grossman, Soltage co-founder 
& CEO stated: “We are excited about 
expanding our investment with NewWorld 
and to receive another strong endorse-
ment from such an acclaimed leader in the 
energy finance community. We are looking 

forward to launching the Oxford power 
station and are proud of the part that we 
will play in the coming years in providing 
these Massachusetts municipalities with 
affordable and reliable clean power.”

“This additional capital deployment is a 
cornerstone of our clean energy capital 
investment strategy, and we are pleased to 
be continuing to work alongside such an 
exceptional solar energy company as 
Soltage,” commented Everett Smith III, a 
founding partner of NewWorld Capital. “This 
is a further affirmation of our shared vision 
to help reduce the cost of electricity in the 
region, while at the same time creating jobs, 
promoting environmental responsibility and 
generating attractive financial returns.”

NEWWORLD ENVIRONMENTAL
NewWorld Environmental Infra-

structure partnered on the investment with 
CleanTech Alliance Fund, managed by 
North Sky Capital of Minneapolis, Minn.  

Other projects include a solar array 
of 450 roof-mounted solar modules for 
Sikorsky Aircraft supported by a $254,000 
grant from the Connecticut Clean Energy 
Fund. “We selected Soltage because of 
their innovative approach and ability to 
work within Sikorsky’s stringent safety, 
security and engineering requirements,” 
said Dave Eherts, VP at Sikorsky.  

Soltage consulted with Tenaska Solar 
Ventures on the design and commission-
ing approach for the Imperial Energy 
South solar farm in California. 

In Milford, CT, Pilgrim Furniture 
City partnered with Soltage under a power 
purchase agreement. 

Massa Demolition and Recyling 
signed a power purchase agreement with 
Soltage for a roof-top solar installation. The 
281 kW DC (STC) fixed array Soltage™ 
PowerStation is attached to its sloped 
metal standing seam roof and produces 
over 315.230 kWh. 

Appliance Dealers Cooperative, a 
regional cooperative buying group with 
154 members across six states stabilized 
its energy costs by entering into a power 
purchase agreement with Soltage for a 
roof-top solar installation. 

St. Luke’s Lifeworks in Stamford, CT, 
a health services organization providing 
emergency housing and services switched 
to predictable power through a fifteen year 
Soltage™ Services Agreement.

Soltage, in partnership with Flexera, 
developed, owned, and sold three solar 
farm projects in the former coal mining 
areas of rural Schuylkill County, PA.

WP Properties, a real estate group 
with retail, office and manufacturing hold-
ings throughout New Jersey shifted its 
energy procurement approach to onsite 
generation. Soltage developed and secured 
investment for the system.

Soltage-Greenwood, a joint venture 
between the North American clean energy 
division of the Libra Group and Soltage, 
LLC, announced that John Hancock Life 
Insurance Company (U.S.A.) will lead 
equity financing for the construction and 
operation of multiple solar power stations 

across the United States. A consortium of 
investors led by John Hancock and Libra 
Group will provide an initial equity funding 
of $40 million.

A first portfolio comprising six solar 
projects located in Delaware, 
Massachusetts, New York and Vermont is 
expected to be online by mid-year. Once 
commissioned, electricity will be sold 
exclusively through long-term agreements 
with a mix of top tier corporate customers, 
municipalities and utilities.

“We are very excited to have a com-
pany of John Hancock’s caliber supporting 
our current and future solar projects,” said 
Camilo Patrignani, Head of Americas for 
the Libra Group. “We believe we are well 
positioned to quickly and efficiently capi-
talize on the growing demand for distribut-
ed clean energy well into the future.“

 “We are pleased to execute this 
transaction with Soltage-Greenwood,” said 
Recep C. Kendircioglu, CFA, Managing 
Director on John Hancock’s Power & 
Infrastructure Group. “We look forward to 
growing this relationship into a larger plat-
form that continues to invest in clean, reli-
able sources of energy.”

Soltage-Greenwood, a joint venture 
formed in 2013, is focused on the devel-
opment, financing and operation of solar 
power plants for commercial-scale cus-
tomers. The joint venture combines 
Greenwood Energy, the North American 
renewable division of the Libra Group – 
an international business group with 
diversified holdings across five conti-
nents with Soltage, LLC, a leader in U.S. 
solar development backed by a group of 
investors including Tenaska, one of 
America’s largest independent energy 
companies with approximately 13,000 
megawatts of power generating assets 
under management.

ABOUT VANESSA STEWART
Vanessa E-H Stewart is Chief 

Operating Officer and co-founder of Soltage 
and has held this position since the compa-
ny’s founding in October 2005. Prior to 
Soltage, she launched several clean tech 
products as Best Available Control 
Technologies for the Oregon and 
Washington Departments of Transportation 
and Caltrans under federal contract with 
the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Her energy management career 
includes utility-scale project finance con-
sulting for Southwest utilities and Native 
American Tribes. 

She has years of experience establish-
ing policy on energy and emissions credit 
trading and air quality policy in California. 

Vanessa graduated with interdisci-
plinary honors from Stanford University, 
was a Dean’s scholar at the Yale School of 
Management and studied at Yale’s School 
of Forestry and Environmental Studies. 

She has acted under the U.S. 
Department of Energy as Solar Energy liai-
son in its Mission to the United Nations. 

She is a U.S. Green Building Council 
member.

VANESSA STEWART

COO and Co-Founder
Soltage
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WORLD-GEN: YOU’VE BEEN PROACTIVE IN 
ADDRESSING SOLAR PANEL QUALITY IN 
LIGHT OF RECENT DEGRADATIONS. DID YOU 
FORM AN AD-HOC COALITION OR CONTACT 
IRENA IN MASDAR CITY TO ACT AS A 
CLEARINGHOUSE FOR YOUR FINDINGS?

Conrad Burke: The largest solar 
project developed recently in the context 
of Masdar City is based on a particular 
solar energy technology called concen-
trated solar photovoltaics (CSP) technolo-
gy. That project has a rating of 100MW; it 
involves a system of large mirrors concen-
trating light on to a central vapor steam 
unit, combined with turbines that activate 
a conventional electrical generator. 
Masdar also operates another smaller 
solar photovoltaic system with a power 
generation of 10MW that uses convention-
al crystalline silicon (c-Si) and thin film 
(TF) solar panels. The crystalline silicon 
modules supplied by Suntech feature 
DuPont™ Tedlar® polyvinyl fluoride 
(PVF) film for the backsheets, providing 
electrical insulation and protection from 
the elements for decades. 

DuPont recommends using highest 
panel quality for reliable and durable 
operation over 25 years under harsh cli-
matic conditions, such as those found in 
the Middle East – these recommenda-
tions are supported by actual field data 
and a 30 year track record of panels 
exposed in the field. We have also collect-
ed additional insights through an exten-
sive field inspection program which evalu-
ates how the various materials used by 
panel manufacturers age and what types 
of panel degradation is observed in the 
field, under the combination of outdoor 
ultraviolet (UV), humidity and thermal 
cycle stresses. In the Middle East and 
according to our best practices, we rec-
ommend solar panels protected by 
Tedlar® based backsheets and Solamet® 
metallization pastes for higher energy 
conversion efficiency of the solar cells 
inside the solar panels. Both have been 
used successfully in the field for decades. 

DuPont connects with numerous 
project developers operating in the Middle 
East region, sharing with them our best 

practice recommendations in terms of bill 
of materials. DuPont has also established 
partnerships with most of the top panel 
manufacturers to provide best in class 
material crystalline silicon panels for long-
term reliability and durability. 

WORLD-GEN: PLEASE PROFILE DUPONT’S 
FLAGSHIP SOLAR PRODUCTS AND SCORE 
MARKET SHARE FOR THE 400 MILLION 
SOLAR PANELS INSTALLED SINCE 1975.

Conrad Burke: DuPont is the lead-
ing supplier of specialty materials for the 
photovoltaic industry with the largest port-
folio of products designed to deliver the 
highest electrical power generation as well 
as reliable performance over the lifetime 
of solar panels. This ensures lower overall 
system costs and the best investment 
returns for this type of energy production.

Some examples of key materials 
from DuPont Photovoltaic Solutions 
include:

DuPont™ Solamet® PV18x- series 
photovoltaic metallizations - the latest fron-
tside silver pastes designed to deliver 
higher solar cell efficiency, which improve 
the power output of solar panels.

DuPont™ Tedlar® polyvinyl fluoride 
(PVF) films- provide 30 years of proven 
durability and reliability for solar panels even 
when exposed to harsh outdoor conditions.

WORLD-GEN: WHAT PERCENTAGE DO 
MATERIALS PLAY IN THE OVERALL COST 
OF PRODUCING A SOLAR PANEL?

Conrad Burke: It is difficult to 
speculate on costs given that there are 
over 60 panel makers and numerous 
designs for crystalline silicon panels 
alone in the market today, but there are 
major differences when it comes to 
returns on investment in those panels. 
Investment returns for solar can increase 
by more than 30% if the lifetime of the 
solar system can be increased from 10 to 
25 years, and the most reliable way to do 
this is by specifying proven materials in 
the manufacturing of solar panels.

WORLD-GEN: DOES DUPONT PROVIDE 
GUARANTEES FOR ITS SOLAR PRODUCTS?

Conrad Burke: As with most suppli-
ers, we provide certain warranties regard-
ing our products.

WORLD-GEN: PLEASE LIST THE NUMBER 
OF EMPLOYEES ASSIGNED TO 
PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLUTIONS, WHAT THEY 
DO AND WHERE THEY ARE LOCATED.

Conrad Burke: DuPont does not 
disclose personnel information at this 
level. DuPont Photovoltaic Solutions is a 
market facing organization representing 
solar offerings from many different divi-
sions within DuPont. It is difficult to accu-
rately estimate as reporting lines and 
businesses are crossed.

WORLD-GEN: DOES DUPONT USE SOLAR 
GENERATION ON ANY OF ITS OWN 
BUILDINGS?

Conrad Burke: Yes, to date we have 
12 installations on DuPont sites worldwide 
representing 8.1 megawatts with total out-
put of 10,936,023 kilowatt hours per year.

Our latest installation at Cernay, 
France is spread over 6 hectares (almost 
15 acres), and features 17,952 crystalline 
silicon solar panels, manufactured by Jinko 
Solar. The panels are made with DuPont™ 
Tedlar® polyvinyl fluoride film-based back-
sheets, which protect the panels from the 
environment and provide essential electri-
cal insulation, and DuPont™ Solamet® 
photovoltaic metallization pastes, which 
help ensure reliable and efficient power 
output of the solar panels, during their 
expected lifetime of 25 years or more. 

WORLD-GEN: WHAT’S PHOTOVOLTAIC 
SOLUTIONS CONTRIBUTION TO DUPONT’S 
REVENUE STREAM?

Conrad Burke: DuPont has 
exceeded $1 billion in revenue from sales 
into the photovoltaic market each of the 
last three years.

WORLD-GEN: PLEASE FORECAST PV’S 
FUTURE IN THE POST INCENTIVE TIME 
FRAME?

Conrad Burke: DuPont and indus-
try estimates indicate that the 2014 PV 
market is expected to grow 15% from 2013, 
based on China, Japan, US & emerging 
market demand growth. Incentive reduc-
tions and policy modifications are expected 
to influence lower demand in Europe.

CONRAD BURKE
GLOBAL MARKETING DIRECTOR,
DUPONT PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLUTIONS

Mr. Burke is global marketing direc-
tor of DuPont Photovoltaic Solutions, one 
of the leading materials providers to the 
solar energy industry. Mr. Burke founded 
Innovalight in 2005 and served as presi-
dent and CEO until August 2011, when 
DuPont acquired the company. 

Mr. Burke’s career has spanned 
research and development, product man-
agement, marketing, sales, general man-
agement and operations in major global 
organizations such as NEC, AT&T, Lucent 
Technologies and Agere Systems, and 
abroad in Germany, U.K., and Japan. 
Before founding Innovalight, Mr. Burke 
was the Sr. Vice President of Worldwide 
Sales for Oclaro and was a venture partner 
at Sevin Rosen Funds. 

He has received the Technology 
Pioneer Award for cleantech innovations 
from the World Economic Forum, and in 
2010 received The Ernst & Young 
Entrepreneur of the Year award. 

CONRAD BURKE

Global Director
DuPont

AMY ERICSON
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
to gas. The next generation gas 
technologies are geared for higher output 
and ever better efficiency, but it’s not just 
about higher firing temps and increased 
mass flow. We are going to give 
customers every last drop of flexibility 
they need to adapt plant operations based 
on long-term shifts in market dynamics.” 
She states the beauty of gas fired power 
generation is that it can be cost effective 
in baseload or heavily cycled markets. 

Continuing, she maintains: “Gas is 
currently the single biggest driver of our 
customers’ energy portfolio decisions, 
and that’s why it accounts for a largest 
share of Alstom’s global R&D budget.” 
Some other energy sources she suggests 
we cannot lose sight of are concentrated 
solar power, geothermal, and solar PV. 

Ericson encourages a broad and 
diverse mix of energy sources to manage 
uncertainty today and hedge against its 
impact on tomorrow. 

She alluded to the World Energy 
Congress in October where the focus of 
discussion was the Energy Trilemma - 
balancing the needs for energy security, 
energy access and environmental sus-
tainability. “We believe that technology 
suppliers have a responsibility to incorpo-
rate these objectives from first concept to 
operation of products. 

Alstom’s job as a technology provid-
er is to make sure customers have the 
technology they need when and where 
they need it. 

It’s the challenge our 8,000 US 
employees and our 93,000 Alstom peers 
in 100 countries tackle head-on every day. 

Their focus on driving down costs, 
maximizing the value of existing invest-
ments and investing heavily in a broad 
line-up of energy technologies to make 
power plants and grids cleaner and 
smarter,” she said in conclusion.

ABOUT AMY ERICSON
Amy Ericson is Alstom’s Country 

President for the United States oversee-
ing the company’s engagement with US 
policy stakeholders and directly support-
ing new business opportunities in the 
areas of thermal and renewable power 
generation, electricity transmission and 
distribution and rail transportation. 

Prior to taking on this assignment, 
Amy Ericson served as Vice President of 
Product Platform Management for 
Alstom’s global gas-fired power genera-
tion business. 

She also has held strategic opera-
tions, business strategy, mergers and 
acquisitions, and global marketing posi-
tions within several of Alstom’s power 
generation businesses. 

Ericson holds a degree in Chemical 
Engineering from Pennsylvania State 
University and an MBA from the Harvard 
Business School.
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WORLD-GEN: PLEASE WALK US  
THROUGH RECURRENT ENERGY’S  
GROWTH SINCE 2006.

Sheldon Kimber: Recurrent 
Energy started out focused on the roof-
top market. Specifically, we were focused 
on the institutional property owners such 
as REITs and pension funds. The com-
plexities of the leasing and ownership 
structures in this market quickly made it 
clear that it would be challenging to scale. 
We completed just shy of 20MW of proj-
ects on rooftops before shifting our focus 
to utility scale solar. A lot of our success 
in utility scale solar has come from the 
FIT program in Ontario and 15-20MW 
utility PPA projects in California and 
Arizona. By the end of our fiscal year this 
March, Recurrent Energy will have more 
than 500MW to operation, in total. 

WORLD-GEN: 2013 WAS A BANNER YEAR 
FOR RECURRENT ENERGY SO PLEASE 
PROFILE THE PORTFOLIO’S PARTNERSHIPS.

Sheldon Kimber: Most of our proj-
ect volume in 2013 came from the comple-
tion of our 220 MW portfolio in Ontario, 
Canada as well as our completion of a 
large portfolio of projects for SCE and 
PG&E in California. We’ll end our fiscal 
year having completed more than 300MW 
of projects this fiscal year. 

WORLD-GEN: WHERE DO YOU COME DOWN 
ON THE DEBATE DG VS. THE GRID?

Sheldon Kimber: This debate has 
become almost religious in some sectors 
of the industry. At Recurrent Energy 
we’ve tried to stay out of the back and 
forth. We are predominantly a utility scale 
developer and have had much of our suc-
cess in that business. At the same time, 
we recognize the growing need for a more 
flexible distribution infrastructure and 
DG solar is certainly the first of what will 
likely be numerous energy related prod-
ucts that enable this flexibility. As with 
many things in electric power, it is a mat-
ter of regulatory design. With the right 
regulation the issues of equity and dispro-
portionate economic burdens can be 

solved, allowing the new business models 
associated with DG to thrive. Rather than 
DG vs. the grid, the more important con-
versation to have right now is how our 
power system can work reliably with 
increased deployment of both DG and 
central-scale renewables.

WORLD-GEN: IS SOLAR STORAGE 
TECHNOLOGY A GAME CHANGER? 

Sheldon Kimber: I don’t consider 
“solar” storage its own category, but cer-
tainly energy storage is a game changer. 
Right now I think that most folks are cen-
tered on battery storage, which will figure 
prominently in electric vehicles and the 
evolution of the transportation sector. 
However, it’s increasingly clear that 
renewable integration challenges and the 
electrification of the vehicle fleet will 
demand storage technologies that are 
more focused on cost-effective storage of 
large amounts of energy. This profile is 
far more suited to compressed air, 
pumped storage or flow battery technolo-
gies where the energy storage medium is 
cheap and the storage and extraction end 
of the technology is the expensive part. 
Overall, it’s clear that a low carbon future 
is one that includes better energy storage 
technologies allowing us to store the 
energy generated by intermittent renew-
able resources and deliver it as needed. 

WORLD-GEN: PLEASE FORECAST PV’S 
FUTURE IN THE POST INCENTIVE TIME 
FRAME.

Sheldon Kimber: I assume you are 
talking about the sunset of the ITC in 
2016. We believe that the success solar 
has had in delivering increasingly cost 
competitive energy will make it hard to 
shut the ITC off all together. We think 
there will be some type of renewal of ITC. 
Perhaps a temporary 2-year commence 
construction solution, similar to wind and 
the PTC, or maybe it will be a longer term 
extension. While it is hard to predict, I 
don’t think you can deny the success of 
the incentive in driving a massive cost 
decline in a carbon free energy source. 
This is exactly the type of thing the gov-
ernment should continue to do to support 
the transition of solar further into the 
mainstream energy mix. 

 WORLD-GEN: PLEASE SHARE YOUR 
GROWTH STRATEGY FOR 2014-15.

Sheldon Kimber: In the coming 
years, Recurrent Energy will continue to 
diversify internationally. We will likely be 
pushing into new technologies as my com-
ments above indicate. Depending on the 
appetite for investment, I would very much 
like to expand more quickly through M&A 
and deeper strategic partnerships where 
possible. We are also beginning to explore 
options for asset ownership beyond the 
current model of raising external project 
equity. In order to succeed as a renewable 
developer in markets without long term 

PPA contracts, we believe that this struc-
ture transition is important. 

WORLD-GEN: WHAT CHALLENGES DO YOU 
SEE AHEAD?

Sheldon Kimber: I’d say that the 
largest challenge is leadership.

The solar industry is facing a global 
trade war, whipsawing the market for our 
primary input, the looming expiration of 
the largest incentive for our industry, and 
decreasing demand for long term PPAs 
under RPS programs such as California’s. 

Every new industry will be roiled 
with this type of dynamism; the challenge 
is constantly reimagining the path 
through this chaos, distilling that into a 
clear vision and leading your company 
and the industry down that path.  

Recurrent Energy has always navi-
gated our way through industry changes 
– from an early business model change 
and radical price declines for our inputs 
and our products, to a prior trade dispute, 
two investors, and a financial crisis.  
Despite the curve balls, FY2013 is shap-
ing up to be our largest and most profit-
able year ever.  Leading through chaos is 
what Recurrent Energy is good at and I’ve 
never been more excited about the pros-
pects for this company or our industry.    

ABOUT SHELDON KIMBER
Sheldon Kimber is chief operating 

officer of Recurrent Energy, leading all 
project development, engineering, pro-
curement, construction, operations and 
origination activities. In this role, Sheldon 
has overseen the growth of the company 
from a small-scale rooftop developer to a 
leading utility-scale developer with a pipe-
line of more than 2GW and project fund-
ing toping $4 billion. Sheldon joined 
Recurrent Energy shortly after its found-
ing, and in his previous role of vice presi-
dent of finance, he was instrumental in 
developing and negotiating the company’s 
first projects, fundraising and joint ven-
ture agreements.

Prior to joining Recurrent Energy, 
Sheldon worked for five years at Calpine 
on gas-fired power projects and power 
purchase agreements with utilities and 
large energy customers. His past experi-
ence also includes investment banking at 
Goldman Sachs, covering industrial and 
natural resources and strategy consulting 
at Accenture, specializing in power price 
forecasting and asset valuation.

Sheldon teaches a course on project 
finance in the MBA program at the UC 
Berkeley Haas School of Business and is a 
co-founder and advisory board member of 
the Berkeley Energy Research 
Collaborative (BERC). BERC is a multi-
disciplinary network of UC Berkeley stu-
dents, alumni, faculty, industry profes-
sionals and advisors who seek to turn 
leading global research into world chang-
ing solutions by tackling tough and timely 
energy and environmental challenges.

SHELDON KIMBER

COO
Recurrent Energy

PUBLISHER'S LETTER
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

(continued page 19)

between Southern California 
Edison and the local wind industry 
to document the wind potential in 
the Tehachapi area and the need 
for additional transmission proj-
ects. Beginning in 2003, the 
California Public Utilities 
Commission took up the issue of 
transmission needs in the area and 
Romanowitz became the wind 
industry proponent in the series of 
hearings the CPUC held document-
ing the potential for 4,500 MW in 
Tehachapi. Eventually, the CPUC 
produced a four-phase transmission 
development process and approved 
Southern California Edison’s appli-
cations to build the transmission 
lines in several phases. Romanowitz 
sees pumped storage as the next 
challenge on page 12.

Solectria Renewables, LLC is a 
US-based grid-tied photovoltaic 
inverter manufacturer, offering 
residential, commercial and utility-
scale inverters. In 2013, Solectria 
introduced its new PVI 23TL and 
PVI 28TL. These inverters are 
1000 VDC transformerless string 
inverters, 480 VAC with leading 
peak and CEC efficiencies and also 
the 23 and 28 kw. Solectria 
Renewables PVI 23TL AND PVI 
28TL inverters are designed to 
maximize return on investment 
through their lightweight design, 
high efficiencies, easy installation 
dual MPPT zones and wide MPPT 
range. Adding two more 
transformerless, three-phase string 
inverters is in line with our growth 
strategy, broadening our product 
portfolio and keeping us at the 
forefront of the PV industry, 
comments Phil Vyhanek, President 
of Solectria Renewables on page 13.

Tim Healy tells us on page 14 
that ARB was founded in 1946. 
ARB, Inc. is the legacy entity 
among the group of companies that 
are now part of Primoris Services 
Corporation (PSC). ARB founded 
PSC in 2004 as the parent 
company of affiliates ARB had 
either acquired or founded. 
Through various subsidiaries, PSC 
has grown to become one of the 
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AEG was founded in 1887 in 
Germany and is the sole subsidiary of 3W 
Power A.A., based in Zwanenburg, the 
Netherlands. Revenue for 2012 was €368 
million. AEG Power Solutions Group is a 
global provider of power electronics sys-
tems and solutions for all industrial power 
requirements with two operating business-
es, Renewable Energy Solutions (RES) and 
Energy Efficiency Solutions (EES). 

The RES portfolio consists of sys-
tems and solutions for solar power plants, 
such as solar inverters, monitoring and 
control systems as well as power control-
lers for energy storage. The EES portfolio 
includes high performance uninterrupt-
able power supplies (UPSs), industrial 
chargers, and DC systems. The company 
created innovative solutions for smart 
grids by bridging both AC and DC power 
technologies and spanning the worlds of 
both conventional and renewable energy. 

AEG PS’ global footprint includes 22 
subsidiaries, offices and competence cen-
ters around the world with 1,600 employ-
ees, 33 in the USA. AEG’s PS US office 
was established in 2003 in Plano, TX with 
a geographical reach in the Americas, 
Canada and Mexico and is a SEPA and 
Green Grid member.

“The USA, and the Americas more 
generally are important markets for AEG 
Power Solutions, and our Protect PV solar 
inverters provide UL certifications, superi-
or availability and high efficiency for utili-
ty-size PV megawatt installations through-
out the region,” said Enrique de la Cruz, 
President of Americas’ Region at AEG 
Power Solutions. “The Protect PV.500 OD 
UL and Protect PV.630 OD UL are com-
pact, high efficiency central solar invert-
ers. They are both UL-certified, and are 
designed for American utility-scale applica-
tions on ground area installations in harsh 
outdoor environments. Also new, the 
TKS-P is a complete turnkey system based 
around the inverters, designed for utility-
scale PV megawatt power plants. It is con-
nected to the PV array on one side and to 
the transfer station on the other side, and 
can be put into operation immediately.”

AEG Power Solutions and its subsid-
iary Skytron Energy successfully deployed 
a 5.8 MW commercial PV installation for 
PPA Partners in Yuma, AZ. PPA Partners 

is a national renewable energy project 
development company with over 50 MW of 
projects currently under development. 
The highly customized PV installation cov-
ered four individual sites, each divided 
into multiple sub-sites, and a mix of roof-
top, ground, and carport installations.

AEG PS supplied solar inverters 
and Skytron Energy provided a complete 
monitoring, control and supervision pack-
age which includes the PVGuard control 
room platform. The PVGuard software 
integrates all sites into one intuitive visu-
alization platform. 

Skytron Energy has been develop-
ing integrated monitoring, control and 

supervision systems since 1977. It has 
installed monitoring and control systems 
in more than 600 plants having a total 
capacity of over 4.5 GWp. Skytron Energy 
is headquartered in Berlin, Germany. 

“AEG PS and Skytron Energy are 
joining forces to meet the demand of their 
growing North American customer base. 
North American customers are served by 
local experts in the companies’ joint sales 
and service center in Plano, TX. 

ABOUT ENRIQUE DE LA CRUZ
Enrique de la Cruz joined AEG 

Power Solutions as President of the 

Americas Region on September 1, 2013.
Mr. de la Cruz has years of experi-

ence in the power market, including pre-
vious roles at AEG Power Solutions as 
General Manager of the New Energies 
division, as well as Head of Strategy and 
Business Development of the company’s 
Energy Management Solutions business, 
and VP and General Manager of Solar 
Solutions.

He holds a master’s degree in 
Electronic Engineering from the 
Technical University of Madrid, Spain.

ENRIQUE DE LA CRUZ

President
AEG Americas

Recognizing the Stars of the 
 Global Energy Industry!

Congratulations to the 2013 Platts Global Energy Awards Winners!
Winners of the Platts Global Energy Awards represent the “best of the best” in energy.  

www.GlobalEnergyAwards.com
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Energy Company of the Year
Continental Resources
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Harold Hamm, Continental Resources
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CNOOC Ltd
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Hatch Mott MacDonald
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Meta Downhole Ltd
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To say that Hal Romanowitz was 
the driving force behind the develop-
ment of the 4,500-MW Tehachapi 
Renewable Transmission Project is no 
exaggeration. Tehachapi Mountain in 
Kern County, California has long been 
considered the number one wind 
resource area in California and the new 
transmission has allowed wind resource 
development to quadruple in the area in 
the past five years. 

SOME HISTORY
Following the initial development of 

about 750 MW in the 1980s and early 
1990s on the mountain, further develop-
ment was stopped dead in its tracks 
because of the lack of transmission that 
would allow more power to be shipped to 
load centers, primarily in Southern 
California. The low population in and 
around Tehachapi meant electric utilities 
had no reason to build additional trans-
mission in the area and only the state’s 
drive for renewable resources beginning 
early in the decade provided the ammuni-
tion for the TRTP, as it is known.

Romanowitz’s company, Oak Creek 
Energy, was one of the early developers of 
the wind resources in Tehachapi begin-
ning in 1982 and it installed more than 30 
MW by 1985. These wind turbines were 
repowered by 1992 and upgraded in 1995 
with newer turbines and remanufactured 
rotors. 

By 1999, Oak Creek had installed 
new Danish turbines that increased its 
production to 34.5 MW. By 2008, Oak 
Creek Energy had built a “behind the 
fence” 24-MW wind project for a local 
Mojave cement company to provide it 
with 35% of its electrical requirements. 
None of that power was sent to the grid.

Romanowitz organized early coopera-
tive studies between Southern California 
Edison and the local wind industry to doc-
ument the wind potential in the Tehachapi 
area and the need for additional transmis-
sion projects. 

Beginning in 2003, the California 
Public Utilities Commission took up the 
issue of transmission needs in the area 
and Romanowitz became the wind indus-
try proponent in the series of hearings the 

CPUC held documenting the potential for 
4,500 MW in Tehachapi. Eventually, the 
CPUC produced a four-phase transmission 
development process and approved 
Southern California Edison’s applications 
to build the transmission lines in several 
phases. 

 The California Independent System 
Operator approved the construction of the 
TRTP lines in January 2007. Thus, the 
seven years of work culminated in sub-
stantially increasing the export capacity 
of the transmission grid between 
Tehachapi and Southern California. 

BUILDING BEGAN
In 2005, SCE solicited wind resourc-

es to begin to fulfill its Renewable 
Portfolio Standard obligation mandated 
by the California Legislature. Oak Creek 
Energy created Alta Wind Energy Center 
which successfully won a power purchase 
contract for 1,500 MW to 1,550 MW. It 
eventually developed and brought online 
1,546 MW by the end of 2013.

To finance the development, Oak 
Creek Energy signed an agreement with 
Allco Finance of Australia as a joint ven-
ture partner. Marubeni Corp. of Japan 
bought controlling interest in Oak Creek 
Energy in early 2008, further increasing 
the company’s financial strength. 

In an interview, Romanowitz 
explained that Oak Creek Energy was 
able to site its wind farm close to the two 
substations Southern California Edison 
built in the area thereby simplifying the 
construction of the wind farm. He said he 
and his teammates organized the trans-
mission rights of way so that the Alta 
transmission lines could go directly into 
the substations. 

Also the project was built on private 
land, further aiding its success. Oak 
Creek had developed a long-standing rela-
tionship with the Mojave cement company 
(where he built the 24-MW wind project) 
which owns about half of the 9,000 acres 
where the project was eventually built. 

The remainder of the acreage is 
owned by small land owners who leased 
the land to the Alta project, and now ben-
efit substantially from it, Romanowitz 
noted. 

Later, in 2008, Allco, impacted by 
the financial crisis, sold its interests in 
Alta Energy Center to Arclight and Terra-
Gen which completed the permitting and 
construction of 1,546 MW. Marubeni con-
tinues to hold a controlling interest in 
Oak Creek. 

The remaining shares are held by 
original wind turbine owners.

THE DEVELOPERS CAME
Romanowitz said that developers 

such as MidAmerican Energy, 
Brookfield, CitiBank and Google have all 
invested in wind development in the 
Tehachapi area, including in the Alta 
Wind Energy Center. The Kern County 
Planning Department, which has permit-
ting authority for the Tehachapi area, told 

him there are 8,000 MW of wind and 
solar already permitted or in process. Of 
that, more than 3,400 MW of wind 
resources are now operating or under 
construction in Tehachapi. This includes, 
in addition to the original 750 MW of 
installed capacity, Alta’s 1,546 MW plus 
Brookfield’s 220 MW, EDF’s 600 MW 
installed or in development and 
Iberdrola’s 300 MW, now installed.

Romanowitz added that utility-scale 
solar farm development is adding 
between 1,000 MW to 1,500 MW in the 
Antelope Valley and Mojave Desert that 
will also connect to the TRTP. The trans-
mission lines are now largely operating, 
except for a short segment SCE is con-
structing underground in Chino Hills. 
That city stopped the construction in pro-
test to large transmission towers being 
erected through the main part of town, 
and the CPUC eventually ruled that the 
utility should underground the lines in 
response to Chino Hills’ legal action

Oak Creek Energy has sold all of its 
Tehachapi holdings and has largely exited 
the US wind energy development market 
to focus its efforts outside the US. 
Romanowitz left his position as President 
and COO/CTO but remains a director. 

He formed Alton Energy with other 
Oak Creek Energy team members and is 
focused on developing a package of wind 
and solar resources coupled with a 
pumped hydro storage facility at Bison 
Ridge, strategically located near the TRTP.

NEXT CHALLENGE - PUMPED STORAGE 
Romanowitz said as both wind and 

solar resources reach full development, 
energy storage becomes critical. “Energy 
storage acts as an additional load when 
generation is needed,” he said, and helps 
integrate the intermittent solar and wind 
resources with firm, usually gas-fired 
generation.

Romanowitz is firmly convinced of 
the need to transition to firm clean energy 
or “zero carbon energy” as he describes it. 
This need is driven by the California Air 
Resources Board’s global greenhouse gas 
goals to reduce carbon emissions to 80% 
below 1990 levels by 2050. 

To this end, Alton Energy is focused 
on making an integrated firm zero carbon 
energy supply fit into California’s energy 
structure. Wind and solar resources must 
be steadily expanded, he said, backed with 
pumped storage and smaller scale distrib-
uted storage over a thirty year period to 
reach the CARB goal. 

To that end, Romanowitz and his 
Alton Energy team are concerned about 
gas-fired generation greatly expanding 
under current regulatory procurement 
regimes, thereby creating stranded costs 
far into the future when zero carbon gen-
eration needs to replace the fossil-fired 
generation in order to meet the GHG 
emissions goals.

Pumped storage projects have an 
expected normal operating life of 75 to 
over 100 years, making them low-cost 
assets, Romanowitz said. Utilities prefer 

short power purchase agreements, less 
than 30 years, sometimes as low as 15 
years. He argues that the shorter power 
purchase agreements will be more expen-
sive to the ratepayer, whereas pumped 
storage could be a low-cost supplier. 
Studies by Alton Energy show very attrac-
tive zero carbon firm energy supply costs 
as long as effective PPA terms can be 
worked out, he said.

The market for financing has 
evolved, Romanowitz said. There is a 
huge appetite for financing project own-
ership. Money is tight in the early stages 
of development but becomes available as 
the project moves along. Thus, “develop-
ers are now more sophisticated and have 
to have longer staying power,” he said. 
Alton Energy has funded the first phase 
of its projects internally, thanks to the 
success of Oak Creek Energy, and it con-
tinues to raise capital to develop the suc-
cessive phases.

BISON PEAK
Romanowitz has high hopes for 

Bison Peak which is designed to be built 
near Tehachapi in Kern County. The pro-
posed 1,000-MW pumped storage design 
is unique, he said because at its proposed 
location it will have very high head – the 
difference in elevation between the upper 
and lower reservoirs is within one mile. 
This means a lot less water is used and 
losses are reduced. Water is pumped into 
the upper reservoir at night when elec-
tricity rates are low. The water is 
released during the day into the lower 
reservoir in the process turning genera-
tors which generate electricity.

Romanowitz estimates it will cost 
$1.5 billion to develop the first phase of 
Bison Peak. It will be located on private 
land and he holds options to buy the most 
pivotal piece. Alton holds a preliminary 
permit from the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission for feasibility 
projects. He said the company will begin 
the permitting process in the next few 
months.

Romanowitz has received substan-
tial industry recognition for his continu-
ing contributions to the wind industry. 
He received the Lifetime Achievement 
Award from the American Wind Energy 
Association (AWEA); the Transmission 
Achievement Award from the Utility 
Wind Integration Group for his work cre-
ating the 4,500 MW Tehachapi 
Renewable Transmission Project, and he 
received the AWEA Technical 
Achievement Award for his work in mak-
ing early wind turbines perform reliably.

Romanowitz holds a BSEE Degree 
from Purdue University, an MBA from 
the University of California, Berkeley and 
is a registered professional engineer. He 
is a board member of the California Wind 
Energy Association, and was a board 
member of AWEA for six years. He is 
active in a broad range of energy policy 
and regulatory committees.

HAL ROMANOWITZ

President
Alton Energy
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Solectria Renewables, LLC is a 
US-based grid-tied photovoltaic inverter 
manufacturer, offering residential, commer-
cial and utility-scale inverters.  Its line of 
high efficiency products provide power 
solutions ranging from 1 kW residential 
systems to multi-megawatt solar farms.  All 
of its commercial and utility-scale PV invert-
ers are manufactured in the US, are ARRA 
and Ontario FIT content Compliant, and 
listed to UL 1741/IEEE.

In 2013, Solectria introduced its new 
PVI 23TL and PVI 28TL. These inverters 
are 1000 VDC transformerless string invert-
ers, 480 VAC with leading peak and CEC 
efficiencies and also the 23 and 28 kw.

Solectria Renewables PVI 23TL AND 
PVI 28TL inverters are designed to maxi-
mize return on investment through their 
lightweight design, high efficiencies, easy 
installation dual MPPT zones and wide 
MPPT range.  Integrated customized 
options include factory-installed web-based 
monitoring DC arc-fault protection and inte-
grated DC fused string combiner.  Utilizing 
these inverters in small commercial applica-
tions will reduce costs especially the cost of 
additional combiners.  

“Adding two more transformerless, 
three-phase string inverters is in line with 
our growth strategy, broadening our prod-
uct portfolio and keeping us at the forefront 
of the PV industry,” said Phil Vyhanek, 
President of Solectria Renewables. “Our 
PVI 50-100KW line of inverters is still the 
best option for large commercial applica-
tions, but the three-phase string inverters 
are appropriate for light commercial sys-
tems, carports, tracking systems and arrays 
with multiple orientations.”

Solectria also introduced its external 
transformer SGI 500XTM & SGI 750XTM 
inverters designed to maximize return on 
investment through high efficiencies, easy 
installation, a wide operating voltage range 
and integrated customized options. These 
inverters boast an industry leading 98% 
CEC weighted efficiency translating into 
increased energy generation for utility-scale 
PV systems. The inverters offer grid man-
agement options such as real power curtail-
ment, reactive power control, and voltage 
and frequency ride through. 

Solectria said utility-scale solar now 
represents the largest segment of the PV 

market in North America.  It developed the 
SMARTGRID series of inverters to address 
the special requirements of utility companies 
and large project developers. “Solectria 
Renewables is one of the most consistently 
profitable and financially healthy PV inverter 
manufacturers operating today,” Phil 
Vyhanek said. “In 2013, we expanded our 
team and manufacturing operations, 
launched new products, and contributed to 
many project successes, all while maintain-
ing the financial health required for true 
bankability.”

“Bankability” is a common term used 
to describe companies by using financial 
and other attributes required for solar proj-

ect success. Solectria measures bankability 
by objective facts including profitability, 
debt-to-equity position, and current ratio. 
Among five major inverter manufacturers, 
Solectria Renewables ranks at the top for 
bankability. 

Solectria Renewables announced 
record results for 2013, including a 43% 
year-over-year growth in megawatts 
shipped, and 40% year-over-year growth in 
revenues. It has  increased U.S. staffing by 
11% in 2013 and increased its U.S. manufac-
turing space by 30%. Solectria achieved a 
43% growth in 2013 with numerous multi-
MW projects and portfolios completed 
across the U.S., including a 10MW solar 

farm at the Indianapolis airport; an 8MW 
solar farm at Mercer County Community 
College in West Windsor, NJ;  and a multi-
MW solar farm in Fort Carson, Colorado.

PHIL VYHANEK – PRESIDENT
Mr. Phil Vyhanek joined Solectria 

Renewables in 2010. He held senior man-
agement roles with Laird Technologies, 
Cushcraft Corporation and Honeywell and 
is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin 
with a Degree in Engineering and has an 
MBA from the University of Michigan.

PHIL VYHANEK

President
Solectria
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WORLD-GEN: ARB WAS A PRIVATELY HELD 
COMPANY AND IS NOW PART OF PUBLICLY 
TRADED PRIMORIS SERVICES CORPORATION. 
PLEASE LEAD US THROUGH ITS HISTORY.

Tim Healy: Founded in 1946, ARB, 
Inc. is the legacy entity among the group of 
companies that are now part of Primoris 
Services Corporation (PSC). ARB founded 
PSC in 2004 as the parent company of affili-
ates ARB had either acquired or founded. 
Through various subsidiaries, PSC has 
grown to become one of the largest specialty 
contractors and infrastructure companies in 
the United States. Serving diverse end mar-
kets, PSC provides a wide range of construc-
tion, fabrication, maintenance, replacement, 
and engineering services to major public util-
ities, oil & petrochemical companies, energy 
companies, municipalities, and other custom-
ers. We serve the industrial infrastructure 
and underground pipeline market sectors. 
PSC is a publicly traded company. We trade 
on NASDAQ under the symbol: PRIM.

WORLD-GEN: HAS ARB GROWN ORGANI-
CALLY, BY ACQUISITION, OR BOTH?

Tim Healy: ARB has grown both 
organically and by acquisition. For example, 
ARB founded OnQuest Engineering in 
2003, an engineering entity specializing in 
the engineering of fired heaters for the oil 
& chemical industries all around the world. 
Our largest acquisition to date was James 
Group in 2008. Headquartered in Baton 
Rouge, the majority of their work is concen-
trated in heavy highway construction, with 
about a third of their business in industrial 
markets, much like ARB.

WORLD-GEN: ARB, HEADQUARTERED IN 
CALIFORNIA, WAS ONE OF THE PIONEERS 
IN SOLAR TECHNOLOGY. PLEASE PROFILE 
THE SOLAR PLANTS YOU WORKED ON IN 
THE PAST AND ARE NOW IN THE PIPELINE.

Tim Healy: We have already complet-
ed the construction of the Genesis Solar 
Energy Project in Blythe California. It is 
sited on 1800 acre of BLM land, located 
north of Interstate-10, in Riverside County, 

California. Genesis solar project is 2 blocks 
of 125MW each for a total of 250-megawatt 
solar energy plant to be one of the largest in 
the nation and capable of generating enough 
electricity to power nearly 88,000 homes, 
and will avoid approximately 330,000 tons of 
carbon dioxide annually compared to a natu-
ral gas power plant. The Genesis Solar 
Project uses proven concentrating solar 
power technology where solar collectors 
capture and concentrate sunlight to heat 
synthetic oil, which then heats water to cre-
ate steam. The steam is piped to an onsite 
turbine-generator to produce electricity. The 
solar thermal technology will provide 100 
percent of the power generated by the plant. 
No supplemental fuel for electricity produc-
tion is needed. ARB was awarded and com-
pleted by December 2013 ahead of schedule 
all the contracts for the solar field mechani-
cal and piping including the installation of all 
the JIGs in the assembly hall, erection and 
alignment of all Pylons; assembly, installa-
tion, and leveling of all Solar Collector 
Elements (all 22,000 of them). Our scope of 
work also included assembly of all HCE tri-
ple joints, and field installation of loop pip-
ing, Header Piping, underground Utilities, 
and common area piping and mechanical.

We are currently working on two 
other solar projects:

Mojave Solar Project, a solar thermal 
power facility currently under construction 
in the Mojave Desert in California, about 
20 miles northwest of Barstow. Mojave 
solar electric generating facility uses well-
established parabolic trough technology 
and is comprised of two independently-
operable solar fields, each feeding a 125-
MW power island. ARB Industrial Group 
has been awarded several contracts start-
ing in February 2013 by Abeinsa EPC, a 
subsidiary of Abengoa Solar Inc. to install 
HTF, BOP piping, STG installation and 
Water Treatment Building. 

The other project is Crescent Dunes 
Solar Energy Project. This is a 110 MW 
CSP plant located near Tonopah, Nevada. 
Once completed, it will power up to 75,000 
homes during peak electricity periods. The 
project uses the advanced molten salt 
power tower technology with integrated 
storage. Construction began in September 
2011, and ARB scope of work includes the 
Air Cooled Condenser (ACC) Erection; 
and all the Salt Piping.

WORLD-GEN: PLEASE PROJECT THE 
FUTURE OF CSP AND PV SOLAR.

Tim Healy: CSP technology is well 
known and developed in US. The first plants, 
Solar Energy Generating Systems (SEGS) 
were built by Luz Industries between 1984 
and 1991 in California. However, following 
the SEGS projects CSP experienced a dark 
period of decline in US until the last quarter 
of 2010 and 2011 when Solana (280MW and 
6 hours storage), Ivanpah (392 MW), 
Genesis (250 MW), Mojave (280MW), and 
Crescent Dunes (110MW) all got CEC 
approvals, and DOE loan guarantees totaling 
of $4.2 billion. (Crescent Dunes did not 
required CEC approval) The novelty of these 
projects were their sheer size and the scale 

up was a leapfrog from what has been 
achieved previously. 

These plants have resulted in an 
unprecedented build out of next generation 
CSP technologies in the US and this build 
out will be important at least in 3 areas. 1. 
The large deployment of these technologies 
will help reduce overall cost. 2. These 5 
plants will provide operational data to prove 
the commercial deployment of next genera-
tion CSP technologies at scale. 3. And finally, 
the plants will give developers the track 
record they need to overcome the financing 
hurdles for their next wave of projects in US 
and more likely abroad. 

However, since the inception of CSP in 
the US, the market has evolved slowly and 
has deceived most roadmaps announced by 
the industry. The cost reduction by CSP 
technology to become cost competitive in 
US market has not yet been achieved, the 
lengthy and costly permitting process has 
been a crucial hurdle for developers, and the 
shale gas boom currently sustaining low gas 
prices, and the lower cost of PV technology 
are barriers that CSP technology faces today. 
The latest development on Palen (Rejection 
of tower technology by CEC), and Rice (lack 
of financing) are not god news for future of 
CSP deployment in US. 

In my opinion, in the short and medi-
um term the only viable deployment for CSP 
is in smaller size “hybrid plants”, “desalina-
tion”, “mining operations”, and “enhanced oil 
recovery”, and for most part outside of US.

PV industry is a different story. The 
Levelized cost of PV solar power has already 
reached grid parity in many areas, but for 
the industry to have sustained grows, costs 
still need to come down, and not just mod-
ules, but total system costs, and the industry 
is making progress at a rapid pace. As the 
cost falls, driven by RPS the markets in US 
are growing consistently around the coun-
try, especially in Arizona, and California. In 
2013, California by itself was the fourth larg-
est global market for the PV solar only 
behind Germany, Japan, and China. In 2013, 
there were 4.3 GW of PV installed in US, up 
27% from a year ago. The growth projection 
for 2014 is even higher. Although utility-
scale solar has already become very effi-
cient, distributed generation is going to be 
the big driver for the future including com-
mercial, industrial, and residential solar. 
There are currently over 45 GW of PV solar 
projects in the pipeline globally, and 20GW 
of that is in US, and 40% of that is in 
California and Arizona. However, as we get 
closer to end of 2016 and the reduction in 
ITC from 30 to 10%; we may see the larger 
utility scale projects to be broken up into 
smaller more manageable utility scale, and 
more distributed generation.

WORLD-GEN: ARB RECENTLY COMPLETED 
THE LODI ENERGY CENTER AND EL 
SEGUNDO. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE SCOPE OF 
THE WORK.

Tim Healy: At Lodi, ARB was the 
general contractor for the construction of 
the first Siemens Flex Plant 30 rapid start 
gas fired combined cycle power plant tech-

nology. At El Segundo, we installed the 
first Siemens Flex Plant 10 technology. In 
the case of El Segundo, the configuration 
was two blocks of 1 x 1 combined cycle and 
again, ARB was the general contractor for 
construction. In both cases engineering 
was performed by others under contract 
direct to the client. Our scope was for the 
installation of all power island equipment 
and balance of plant equipment. We per-
formed all civil, structural, mechanical, 
electrical and piping for a complete turn-
key installation utilizing our own work forc-
es for the vast majority of the construction.

WORLD-GEN: WHAT’S ARB’S KEY 
DIFFERENTIATOR IN THE MARKET?

Tim Healy: We believe our people are 
our most important asset and are a key dif-
ferentiator for ARB in our market. The fact 
that we have many outstanding craft and craft 
supervision that have long tenures of employ-
ment with ARB has made the difference 
many times for client and ARB project suc-
cess, and we are one of the largest employers 
of skilled construction craft-persons in the 
Western region. The strength of our relation-
ship with key local and well-vetted subcon-
tractors, our financial strength and capability, 
success with a variety of contract delivery 
methods and risk-sharing arrangements are 
also all factors that contribute to our success 
and allows ARB to stand apart from our com-
petition. We have always been a firm believer 
in owning our own equipment fleet so we can 
ensure readiness, availability and safety when 
it comes to construction equipment needs. 
We have the largest equipment fleet on the 
West Coast and believe in furnishing our 
workers with the right tools and equipment 
they need to get the job done safely.

ABOUT TIM HEALY
Mr. Healy joined ARB in 1989 when 

ARB acquired OFC, a combustion engineering 
subsidiary in Bakersfield, CA. As President of 
ARB, Mr. Healy played a pivotal role in the 
management committee of the NRG El 
Segundo Repower Project and is responsible 
for all ARB Industrial Group activities. He has 
over 30 years experience in the construction 
industry, and has provided leadership of the 
Group which provides services on a wide 
range of project types, including water, waste-
water, petrochemical, and power facility con-
struction. He is responsible for all facets of 
operations and business development for 
ARB’s Industrial Division, including supervi-
sion of department managers, development 
and implementation of systems designed to 
monitor performance standards and reviews 
and approvals of all proposals, contracts and 
labor agreements. As a key member of the 
management committee, he works closely 
with the field team to provide overall manage-
ment and coordination of scheduling, estimat-
ing, project controls, and all construction activ-
ities. Mr. Healy is involved in several labor/
management committees and is past president 
of the CPMCA. He holds a B.S. in 
Construction Engineering from the State 
University of New York at Alfred.

TIM HEALY

President
ARB
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The US solar market has experienced 
record-breaking growth in the past few 
years and is the fastest growing energy 
source in the US according to recent 
research from GTM Research and the 
Solar Energy Industries Association 
(SEIA). “We firmly believe that the growth 
in the US market is just getting underway 
and there is enormous opportunity for 
SolarMax. The generation of electricity 
from the sun has reached grid parity in 
some states today with more to follow 
shortly. Residential and commercial cus-
tomers alike are realizing that solar now 
makes sound economic sense,” said Beale.

SolarMax, a Swiss company, is a 
leading manufacturer of grid-connected 
solar inverters. The company develops, 
produces and has sold inverters for more 
than 20 years for every system  from 
photovoltaic plants on single-family 
homes whose kilowatt output is modest 
to the solar power plants whose output is 
measured in megawatts. The inverter is 
a key component of the solar plant, trans-
forming the generated direct current 
into grid-compliant alternating current. 

The Swiss inverter manufacturer 
Sputnik Engineering, with more than 20 
years of experience in the solar industry, 
launched its SolarMax brand into the 
United States market and recently cele-
brated its Atlanta, GA area office open-
ing. The operational expansion allows 
SolarMax to deliver its portfolio of grid-
connected PV inverters to the rapidly 
growing US solar market. 

SolarMax, a global pure-play photovol-
taic (PV) inverter company based in 
Switzerland with more than 20 years of 
experience, announced that its commercial 
and utility-grade MT A string inverters with 
multiple MPPTs, compliant grid operation 
according to NEC code up to 1000Vdc, and 
industry leading CEC efficiencies, have suc-
cessfully passed UL 1741 Standard and 
IEEE 1547 testing. The 75TS A central 
inverter product has also recently been cer-
tified according to the same UL and IEEE 
standards as the MT A series. 

Both classes of inverters are now 
available for sale in the US. 

“The introduction of the MT A 
series and 75TS A to the U.S. market 
demonstrates the company’s ability to 

quickly deliver on its market expansion 
strategy, which began with the opening of 
the first US office in Atlanta, Georgia,” 
said Beale. “Commercial and utility appli-
cations require purpose-built PV inverter 
solutions that can be flexible, robust, 
maximize yield, and enhance profitability. 

The advanced capacity and weath-
erproofing features of these two key 
product families meet the critical needs 
of U.S. customers.”

The SolarMax MT A inverters with 
output power ranges from 12 to 18kW 
and with multiple MPPTs were engi-
neered for optimal return on investment 
and overall PV system profitability. 

The solution’s maximum input volt-
ages of up to 1000V enable longer PV 
strings to reduce cable losses and 
expenses, while achieving greater ener-
gy harvests. 

In addition, the increased power 
density of the inverters helps to reduce 
installation time and cost. Unlike other 
PV inverters, the NEMA 4X-rated MT A 
series was designed for commercial PV 
applications where inverters need to 
withstand challenging environmental 
conditions including extreme cold, heat 
and humidity.  Users can also leverage 
SolarMax’s MaxTalk communication ser-
vice software, a professional tool for 

parameterizing decentralized solar 
power plants. 

ABOUT ALAN BEALE
SolarMax’s first US office has been 

headed by PV solar industry veteran, 
Alan Beale, who among other duties 
heads the sales efforts in the US market 
and comes to SolarMax from REFUsol, 
where he was Vice President of Sales 
and Marketing. Prior to that, Alan held 
executive leadership roles at Canesta, 
Immersion Corporation, Clarity LLC, 
SGI and General Electric.
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President
SolarMax
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Clean Power Finance® (CPF) is a 
business-to-business financial services and 
software company for the distributed gen-
eration (DG) solar industry. Its mission is 
to drive the mass-market adoption of resi-
dential solar. CPF believes the fastest way 
to do that is to combine best practices 
from established consumer finance indus-
tries with a variety of scalable, enterprise-
class and capital-light technologies. CPF’s 
online solar finance marketplace, the CPF 
Market®, allows investors to deploy capital 
at scale with managed risk and attractive 
returns; provides solar professionals with a 
variety of solar finance products to help 
them expand their businesses; and empow-
ers consumers to control their electricity 
bills using clean, renewable energy. 

Specifically, institutional investors 
who want to invest in DG solar for the ben-
efits it delivers as an asset class use CPF to 
make their capital available to solar profes-
sionals (e.g. manufacturers, distributors, 
marketers and installers) who need resi-
dential solar finance products to differenti-
ate and grow their businesses. CPF’s solar 
sales SaaS platform, CPF Tools®, helps 
solar professionals simplify and automate 
complex sales, quoting, proposal and 
finance processes and minimize the “soft 
costs” of selling solar. In addition to using 
CPF Tools, qualified solar professionals 
can also access a variety of third-party-
owned residential solar finance products 
such as leases and PPAs (power purchase 
agreements) through the CPF Market. The 
solar professionals then sell the finance 
products to homeowners who want the 
benefits of solar without the cost and has-
sle of owning and maintaining a system. 

CPF operates the largest network of 
solar professionals in the U.S.: members 
include RGS Energy (formerly Real Goods 
Solar); Trinity Solar; and GCI Solar. The 
CPF Market allows upstream and down-
stream companies to collaborate and drive 
down solar costs. It decreases the cost of 
customer acquisition and other soft costs 
by helping specialists connect to create 
economies of scale and utilize comparative 
advantages. As the hardware costs of solar 
decline, soft costs comprise an increasing-
ly large portion of the overall cost of a 
solar system and represent the best ave-
nue to drive down overall solar costs. 

“In an industry that remains highly 
fragmented, Clean Power Finance’s plat-
form plays a crucial role creating cohesion 
in the U.S. solar market. CPF unites the 
largest network of solar professionals 
(companies that sell, install, finance and 
manufacture solar systems) in the U.S. By 
connecting disparate companies, CPF 
spurs innovation, drives greater efficien-
cies and cost reductions, and accelerates 
the mass adoption of solar.”

Major electric power companies, 
corporations and financial institutions 
have invested in solar through the CPF 
Market, including Integrys Energy 
Services, Google and Morgan Stanley. 

Unique in the industry, CPF’s unbranded 
platform attracts companies that were tra-
ditionally unable to access the solar mar-
ket, such as utility holding companies and 
their subsidiaries. In 2013 CPF closed a 
Series C round of financing that included 
four major US utility holding companies. 
CPF has also helped two electric power 
companies invest directly in residential 
solar systems through its platform. 
Utilities and electric power companies 
that want to own 100% of the solar proj-
ects and/or brand themselves to consum-
ers use the CPF Market to invest their 
capital in DG solar. 

Over the course of ten months in 

2011 and 2012, James secured three 
grants from the DOE’s SunShot Initiative 
totaling $4.5MM. 

James also worked with the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to 
secure a $2.3MM DOE SunShot Initiative 
grant for a SEEDS (Solar Energy 
Evolution and Diffusion Studies) project. 
This is an industry-wide research project 
that will leverage the knowledge and data 
of a multitude of stakeholders so the 
entire industry can accelerate the adop-
tion of solar.  CPF is the only solar compa-
ny consulting with NREL and seven aca-
demic institutions on the project.

JAMES TONG

Director
Clean Power Finance
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New coal-fired plant construction 
today theoretically costs in the neighbor-
hood of $3 million to $4 million per mega-
watt. A similar sized CCGT gas plant 
costs about $1 million per megawatt in 
construction costs. In the past five years, 
the financial community has made it clear 
that it is unwilling to finance any new 
large-scale coal-fired generating facilities. 
Meanwhile, many older or smaller units 
are being retired as the costs of repairing 
aged equipment and improving emissions 
controls far outweigh the expected value 
of these older units.

Richard Vesel, Product Director at 
ABB, feels economic and grid-reliability 
analysis on a plant-by-plant basis reveal 
the situations where a conversion to gas 
firing would not only be feasible, but a 
good investment. 

With gas expected to remain below 
$5/mm Btu for several years, and below 
$6 over the next decade, state utility 
commissions are likely to be sympatheti-
cally inclined towards such retrofits for a 
number of reasons, including essentially 
instantaneous clean-air compliance, a 
significantly reduced carbon footprint, 
and the avoidance of massive capital 
spending for new construction of plants 
or back-end retrofits. While not the most 
energy-efficient method of using natural 
gas, it may turn out to be the most practi-
cal route for cleaning up an existing coal 
fleet, while avoiding investments in back-
end pollution control equipment or in 
new CCGT sites. This is especially true 
for any “scrubber-challenged” plants in 
the east which still burn high-sulfur hard 
coal, have NOx compliance issues, and 
still have to invest heavily in order to 
meet NISHAP, MACT, and MATS com-
pliance rules. 

He goes on to say that such projects 
typically come in $20M-$50M per unit, 
depending on size, proximity to gas sup-
plies, and site readiness. Units undergo-
ing a gas-firing retrofit will require re-rat-
ing, new source review, and revalidation/
relicensing by local, state and federal 
authorities. This actually provides an 
ideal opportunity to circumvent the oft-
stated arguments against making energy 
efficiency (EE) improvements within 

these plants. These arguments include: 
No capital available to devote to EE 

improvements 
Inability to achieve any ROI because 

of cast-in-concrete obligations to rate-payers
The need for plant re-rating after 

improvements are made
“Why choose to review and improve 

plant efficiency and capacity during a fuel 
conversion retrofit,” Vesel asks? “EE 
improvements can be budgeted as part of 
the conversion project, typically consum-
ing a trivial percentage (2-5%) of the over-
all capital required. Second, as part of the 
legal “redo” for the facility, the expendi-
tures and results of the EE improvements 
are rolled into the new costs and ratings 
for the plant. The utility now can retain 
the significant ROI from the minor addi-
tional expenditures for EE on top of the 
costs of the fuel switch.”

FUEL CONVERSION AND UNIT EFFICIENCY
The typical coal-fired utility power 

plant has internal auxiliary systems con-
suming 7-10% of its gross output. Plant 
revenue relies almost entirely on the abili-
ty to deliver net megawatts to the grid, 
and may be without financial compensa-
tion for reactive power delivery margins 
required by system dispatch. The internal 
consumption of power consists mainly of 
motor loads for fuel-handling, high-pow-
ered fans for combustion and draft air 
supply, pumps for feedwater, condensate, 
and cooling water (or cooling air), and 
large air compressor systems. 

“In a gas-fired retrofit, primary air 
fans, coal-handling and coal pulverizing 
equipment would be no longer be neces-
sary,” Vesel offered. Large air compres-
sors, soot blowers, electrostatic precipita-
tors, FGDs, and ID booster fans, all pres-
ent just to handle ash and SO2, would be 
eliminated. This reduces unit auxiliary 
electrical loads by 1/3 to 1/2. But many 
other loads and losses, large and small, 
still remain, continuing to negatively 
affect plant efficiency and capacity. 

Utilities have cut back on operating 
staff as a response to deregulation, and 
among the first positions eliminated were 
the station performance engineers, who 
tracked unit thermal and electrical perfor-
mance. Their efforts typically resulted in 
keeping facilities “tuned up,” and kept 
unit efficiencies up by 0.1 to 1.5 percent.

Under deregulation, fuel cost varia-
tions and power price variations literally 
swamped out the much of the value in 
maintaining peak unit efficiency. As a 
consequence, some serious losses in unit 
energy and water cycles have accumulat-
ed due to reduced scrutiny.

AVAILABLE EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
Vesel explains that efficiency resto-

ration and improvement programs can be 
implemented via the use of several avail-
able technologies, many available off-the-
shelf from plant equipment suppliers. 
These include:

• Replacement or repair of step-up 
(GSU) transformers which are damaged, 
or of high age, and therefore of lower than 
best-possible efficiency. The step-up 
transformer “touches” every bit of power 
emerging from the plant. If age or repair 
issues warrant a replacement, then obtain 
a replacement with best efficiency design.

• Replacement and resizing of 
motors for best efficiency (used at best 
operating point) for major air, fuel and 
fluid handling systems. Gains here can 
easily exceed 10 percent of the power con-
sumed by older rewound and over-sized 
motors.

• Use of variable speed drives rath-
er than mechanical throttling mecha-
nisms for systems where there is either 
wide variation in load, or there is a case of 
having an oversized motor/pump/fan 
already in place.

• The final stages of LP turbines 
can benefit from state-of-the-art blade 
designs, netting up to 10 percent more 
shaft power contribution from the LP tur-
bine (a 5% overall power gain) without 
consuming any additional fuel.

• Boiler blow down system review/
repair/redesign. Excessive blow down 
loss costs are about generally evenly split 
between lost energy cost and lost water 
replacement cost. 

At one site where a detailed PGEE 
assessment was performed, blow down 
had climbed to almost 7% of main steam 
flow, and yet had gone unnoticed. Cost of 
this leakage was at a rate of $1.2M/year 
and was still growing at the time of dis-
covery.

• Advanced coordinated boiler-
turbine controls allows the thermal 
system to operate more closely to design 
parameters without compromising safety, 
due to dramatic reductions in thermal 
process variability. This improves both 
capacity and efficiency, often exceeding 1 
percent in each case. 

Due to its highly consistent fuel 
heating value, gas firing a boiler 
substantially reduces the process 
variability associated with coal-fired fuel 
heating value variations of +10 percent or 
more. This makes it substantially more 
controllable and operable at efficient 
as-designed process limits.

• Examination of strategic plans to 
provide profitable ancillary services with 
the refueled plant. 

For remotely located units, power 
factors are often set by dispatch at 0.80 to 
0.90, depending on network load condi-
tions. These represent capacity losses, as 
real MW power output is sacrificed to 
create MVAR support. A tighter range of 
0.90 to 0.95 would be an improvement 
over the current range, allowing such 
generating stations to shift MVAR 
(unsold) production to MW (sold), 
improving their net efficiency and reve-
nue. Techniques and equipment exist to 
make this possible. Within the power sta-
tion, auxiliary motors can be driven with 
variable speed drives that include front-
end power electronics which will improve 

the Power Factor found on the internal 
busses. This in turn makes the station 
auxiliaries look like less of an inductive 
load, and reduces the need for additional 
power factor compensation from the gen-
erator. In other situations, a STATCOM 
or SVC system co-located with the plant 
can take over much of the reactive power 
generation needs, and restore lost MW 
capacity for additional revenue.

• In large hydrogen-cooled genera-
tors, the hydrogen purity is nominally 
maintained at 95% for safety purposes. An 
improvement in purity to 98-99% will 
improve generator efficiency more than 
0.1%, paying for itself in a matter of a few 
months in a high utilization plant.

• Poorly maintained and leaking 
valves and steam traps can add dozens of 
BTUs to plant heat rates. The same is 
true of alternate feedwater heater drain 
leaks. Regular monitoring of valves, traps 
and drains, with maintenance performed 
as needed to ensure proper operation, is 
the standard approach to prevent these 
efficiency losses.

• Finally, compressed air is the 
most energy inefficient auxiliary in a 
plant. Used within instrumentation and 
other subsystems, it may be consuming 
far more energy than necessary. An air 
consumption audit and analysis can reveal 
how much compressed air is being wast-
ed, and adversely impacting the plant’s 
parasitic load.

CONCLUSION
Vesel concludes that a head-to-toe 

unit efficiency assessment reveals poten-
tial opportunities for efficiency restora-
tion and improvements, and an action pro-
gram can be prepared for remediation 
projects during a fuel-conversion retrofit. 

A comprehensive plan for efficiency 
improvements can typically yield multiple 
percent improvements in efficiency and out-
put, at costs which are far lower than alter-
natives. Efficiency-enhanced conversion ret-
rofits help the generation planning program 
for the fleet, can reduce or eliminate signifi-
cant amounts of capital spending on back-
end retrofits on units with limited remain-
ing lifetimes, and defers or eliminates the 
need to construct new fossil-fired capacity.

ABOUT RICHARD VESEL
Richard Vesel works in ABB’s Power 

Generation business, and is based in 
Wickliffe, Ohio, and holds several patents 
& patents-pending related to energy effi-
ciency equipment and methods. As early 
as 2007, Rich began to promote the idea 
of gas becoming the “bridge fuel” of 
choice as major new North American gas 
supplies were just becoming available.

Vesel's paper, "Fuel-Conversions for 
PC-Fired Boilers: Improve Power Plant 
Efficiency and Become Emissions-
Compliant," won the Power-Gen 
International 2013 Paper of the Year 
Award in the Fossil Technologies Track.

RICHARD VESEL

Director
ABB
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EATON SOLAR TECHNOLOGY AND 
SERVICES HELPING TO POWER A MORE 
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Emerging innovations and robust ser-
vices organizations are helping to advance 
solar projects – improving costs and sys-
tem performance, and reducing depen-
dence on fossil fuels. New solar photovolta-
ic installations in the United States totaled 
3.2 GW in 2012, a 70 percent increase over 
the prior year, according to the Solar 
Energy Industries Association. While the 
official numbers are still being totaled, new 
solar photovoltaic installation in the US in 
2013 are expected to exceed 4 GW.   

Eaton is committed to providing cus-
tomers with the solutions required to maxi-
mize the effectiveness of solar installations 
throughout their entire lifecycle. From 
installation to modernization, the compa-
ny’s proven technology and global network 
of expert engineers are dedicated to help-
ing power a more sustainable world. Eaton 
is making cost-effective, reliable solar gen-
eration a reality for utility, commercial and 
residential customers with a complete port-
folio of balance of system (BOS) solutions.

“Eaton equipment and technical 
expertise are helping customers maximize 
the potential of solar energy generation 
and reduce carbon dioxide emissions, ” 
said John Vernacchia, global segment man-
ager for renewable energy at Eaton. “Our 
expanded equipment portfolio is designed 
to optimize solar generation and is support-
ed by Eaton’s global network of engineers, 
who bring extensive skills and expertise to 
solar power system analysis and design.”

Eaton’s acquisition of Cooper 
Industries significantly expanded its electri-
cal business and added a range of solutions 
and expertise to support reliable and safe 
solar power generation. The powerful com-
bination of the two companies strengthens 
Eaton’s geographic footprint, expands mar-
ket reach and portfolio of products, servic-
es and solutions in the solar industry. This 
expanded equipment portfolio is designed 
to optimize solar generation and is support-
ed by Eaton’s global network of engineers, 
who bring extensive skills and expertise to 
solar power system analysis and design.

Backed by century of experience 

with electrical power systems, the compa-
ny’s balance of system solutions are engi-
neered for safe, efficient, and reliable oper-
ation and include: rooftop and ground-
mount racking systems; solar inverters and 
transformers; low-voltage and medium-volt-
age building and grid connection switch-
gear; metering, monitoring, and SCADA 
systems; DC connectors, wiring harnesses, 
and cable connection systems; DC combin-
ers, switches, and switch combiners; DC 
fuses, circuit breakers, and switchboards; 
as well as engineering services.   

NEW EATON SOLAR POWER SERVICE 
PROGRAMS SIMPLIFY MANAGEMENT AND 
MAXIMIZE HARVEST 

In 2013, Eaton announced a suite of 
services tailored for every stage of a solar 
power plant’s life cycle, from planning 
and design to build and support. Services 
are provided through Eaton’s Electrical 
Engineering Services and Systems team, 
one of the industry’s largest field service 
organizations, dedicated to supporting 
the reliability and uptime of renewable 
energy plants.

“Our new solar services can simpli-
fy nearly every phase of plant ownership 
to make sustainable energy generation a 
reality,” said Vernacchia. “Regardless of 
size or application, our expert team can 
design and maintain solar power systems 
from panel to grid to help maximize per-
formance and return on investment.” 

.The service portfolio includes the 
inspection, certification and supply of 
monitoring systems that can allow the 
holder of a Power Purchase Agreement 
(PPA) to proactively monitor their solar 
power generation assets and help maxi-
mize return on investment. Under the 
service package, Eaton field engineers 
can also complete turnkey installation of 
solar installations – providing comprehen-
sive inspection and benchmarking of 
solar power components as well as 
advanced system inspection, maintenance 
and testing.  

Existing systems can greatly benefit 
from retro commissioning, a service that 
can modernize aging sites and implement 
system monitoring to maximize harvest 
and operational reliability. Retro commis-
sioning also applies to sites being sold, 
transferred or purchased to ensure full 
disclosure of existing site performance 
and maximizing future solar energy gen-
eration.

John Vernacchia is the Global 
Segment Manager for Alternative Energy 
solutions within Eaton’s electrical busi-
ness. Vernacchia has 30 years of experi-
ence in marketing, sales and operations 
and has played a major role in the devel-
opment of Eaton’s Alternative Energy 
solutions to help customers connect solar 
and wind energy resources to buildings 
and the utility grid. Vernacchia is a mem-
ber of the IEEE Applications Society and 
holds a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering from Virginia Tech.

MORE AFFORDABLE THAN EVER, WIND 
POWER MOVES CENTER-STAGE

We stand at an exciting and critical 
crossroads in the future of US wind energy. 
We’ve built an industry capable of provid-
ing over 40 percent of America’s new elec-
trical generation in a given year (as it did 
in 2012), an industry that enjoys massive 
public demand for more of its product, and 
a technology that can help with the immi-
nent need to diversify our grid with clean, 
affordable sources at long-term fixed pric-
es. Since I took over last year as CEO of 
AWEA, we have laid the groundwork for 
further breakthroughs in wind energy’s 
rapid growth as a vital part of our economy 
and our energy landscape.

Most critically, we’re spreading the 
word that American wind energy is now 43 
percent cheaper than it was in 2009, when 
our expansion was gathering speed. 

“Wind prices are extremely competi-
tive right now, offering lower costs than 
other possible resources, like natural gas 
plants,” said David Sparby, president & 
CEO of Xcel Energy’s Northern States 
Power, when he announced 600 megawatts 
of new wind power contracts last July. 
“These projects offer a great hedge against 
rising and often volatile fuel prices.”

Wind energy offers the same peace 
of mind a fixed-rate mortgage gives home-
owners. The Colorado Public Utilities 
Commission said of a previous Xcel pur-
chase that “the contract will save ratepay-
ers $100 million on a net-present-value 
basis” and that “a utility with a long-term 
wind power purchase agreement in hand 
knows exactly how much it will cost to 
meet its customers’ power needs for the 
next several decades.” 

Around the country wind energy has 
proven it is part of a reliable grid, helping 
keep the lights on for millions in Texas 
during this winter’s cold snaps in which 
fossil and nuclear plants tripped offline 
(and natural gas prices skyrocketed). Iowa 
wind power now provides 25 percent of all 
the electricity used in the state. Colorado 
set a new record at one point last May, 
when over 60 percent of the electricity on 
its system came from wind.

And yet unpredictable policies in 
Washington, D.C. continue to challenge us 

in achieving all we can for America’s utili-
ties and electric consumers. Completions 
of new U.S. wind farms were down by over 
90 percent last year because of uncertainty 
over wind’s key tax incentive. Will there be 
tax reform or won’t there? Policymakers 
have kept us guessing. 

Comprehensive tax reform may be 
an opportunity to address how our nation 
incentivizes all forms of energy, but our 
industry must not be put in the deep freeze 
while longer-term policies are worked out. 
We need Congress to act in 2014 to extend 
the PTC (and an associated Investment 
Tax Credit, important to galvanizing the 
off-shore sector), so we can continue our 
growth for the benefit of the country.

Wind energy has advantages in per-
suading policymakers not to abandon the 
incentive that has been so successful in 
driving an average of $18 billion a year of 
private investment in new U.S. wind farms.  

One is the bipartisan support for 
wind energy. With more than 60 giga-
watts (GW) of generating capacity online 
and over 550 factories in the wind power 
supply chain calling 44 states home, the 
benefits of wind power are clearly widely 
distributed. Seven of 10 congressional 
districts house a wind farm or factory or 
both. And 73 percent of Americans sup-
port continued incentives for wind and 
solar power, according to a recent poll by 
USA Today.

We’re also at the heart of a resurgent 
American manufacturing sector: 72 percent 
of the value of U.S. wind turbines is built 
right here in the USA, up dramatically 
from just a few years ago. Domestic manu-
facturing drives down the cost of a wind 
farm, a fifth of which can be in transport-
ing such large, heavy components.

At the heart of wind power’s 
strength, though, is that we continue to see 
hard evidence of how it’s an affordable, 
reliable energy source that is highly attrac-
tive to utilities. With projects allowed to 
qualify for the PTC for years to come, so 
long as they started in 2013, record num-
bers of Power Purchase Agreements were 
signed last year for wind power, and utili-
ties across the country are lining up for 
our affordable electrons.

It’s no wonder: wind power is an 
appealing product, as there is no volatile 
cost for fuel involved. In fact, we have seen 
a number of utilities buying more wind 
than they initially had requested, because 
prices are so affordable. So far we’re ahead 
of schedule to fulfill on the George W. 
Bush-era projection that wind power will 
grow from today’s 4 percent of the grid to 
20 percent by 2030 (an analysis which the 
Department of Energy’s current Wind 
Vision project will extend to 2050).

Having weathered the painful slow-
down last year from market uncertainty 
surrounding the threatened expiration of 
the PTC, I’m happy to say wind power is 
once again adding megawatts, jobs, and 
investing in local communities. And we can 
continue providing this clean, affordable 
and homegrown energy if Congress gives 
us the necessary policy certainty. 

TOM KIERNAN

CEO
AWEA

JOHN VERNACCHIA

Global Segment Manager
Eaton
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largest specialty contractors and 
infrastructure companies in the 
United States. ARB was one of the 
pioneers in solar technology.

Alan Beale, President of 
SolarMax US,  firmly believes that 
the growth in the US solar market is 
just getting underway and there is 
enormous opportunity for SolarMax. 
Residential and commercial custom-
ers alike are realizing that solar now 
makes sound economic sense, said 
Beale on page 15.

SolarMax is positioned interna-
tionally and currently has approxi-
mately 300 employees at the head-
quarters in Switzerland and at its 
worldwide locations.

Clean Power Finance® is a 
business-to-business financial services 
and software company for the 
distributed generation solar industry. 
Its mission is to drive the mass-
market adoption of residential solar, 
James Tong offers us on page 16. 
CPF’s online solar finance 
marketplace, the CPF Market®, 
allows investors to deploy capital at 
scale with managed risk and 
attractive returns. 

In the past five years, the finan-
cial community has made it clear 
that it is unwilling to finance any 
new large-scale coal-fired generating 
facilities. Meanwhile, many older or 
smaller units are being retired as the 
costs of repairing aged equipment 
and improving emissions controls far 
outweigh the expected value of these 
older units, ABB’s Richard Vesel 
explains on page 17.

John Vernacchia said on page 
18 that Eaton is committed to pro-
viding customers with the solutions 
required to maximize the effective-
ness of solar installations throughout 
their entire lifecycle. 

Eaton’s acquisition of Cooper 
Industries significantly expanded its 
electrical business and added a range 
of solutions and expertise to support 
reliable and safe solar power 
generation.

Tom Kiernan, CEO of AWEA, 
said on page 18 that we stand at an 
exciting and critical crossroads in the 
future of US wind energy. 

He feels we’re spreading the 
word that American wind energy is 
now 43 percent cheaper than it was 
in 2009, and 72 percent of the 
value of U.S. wind turbines is built 
right here in the USA, up dramati-
cally from just a few years ago. 
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